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FOREWORD
2018 has definitely been a year to remember for Innovation in Financial
Services and we, among the CH Alliance members, strongly believe that
2019 will follow the same acceleration trend. Through this first Alliance

TOKENISATION- SURFING THE TOKEN WAVE ?

branded version of our annual booklet, CH&Co. is indeed very proud to

Financial Regulation

share with all our reader community the growing success of the CH Alliance

Regulatory Fintech Friendliness and ICO Focus

- the first ecosystem of expert consulting firms offering best-of-breed
services in seamless mode - leveraging powerful innovation tools like our
Lab & Alpha accelerator.
On the Innovation front, we decided to landscape first and foremost the
“Tokenization” of the economy, expressed by the Initial Coin Offering (ICO)
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wave, which is now becoming a semi-regulated activity in major financial
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centers - the first step to global recognition.

Blockchain Opportunities for the Wealth and Asset Management Industry
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Crypto Exchanges - Overview and Challenges of the Landscape
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That’s why the first part of this 2019 booklet proposes ideas to “surf the
token wave” in two ways :
- Addressing the regulatory challenges in “Tokenization” as a lever for
operational streamlining

ONGOING INNOVATION HOT TOPICS FOR FS BY SUB-SECTORS
AI: Put the Human Being Back at the Heart of Banking

p.44

Chatbot, the Missing link for Open Banking

p.49

The Insurance Conundrum for Autonomous Cars
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2020´s, but during this transformation, business must still go on, based on

Cat Bonds and Machine Learning: the Hurricane Case
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existing rules of the brave old world of the financial services.

Proptech: Innovation in Real Estate Finance

p.69

Juicing the Business Value of Data

p.73

- Grasping “Tokenization” as a new business driver for the FS industry
Tokenization and ICOs will definitely be one of the drivers going into the

Therefore, the second part of this booklet proposes current innovation hot
topics in FS sub industries: AI for Wealth Management, chatbots in B2C
Banking, autonomous vehicles and catastrophe bonds in Insurance, hot
Fintech for Real Estate finance management, and data visualization in CIB.
Wishing all our industry readers an amazing 2018-2019 run, full of ideas
and successes!
Stéphane Eyraud
CH Alliance Chairman
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firms dedicated to the financial sector (fintechs),

To promote the development of

has undergone a major transformation in

fintechs, several countries have

recent years.

launched initiatives to reduce
Between 2012 and 2016*, the value of venture

the regulatory burdens for these

capital investments in the financial services

start-ups. From one regulatory

sector worldwide was multiplied by 7, whilst

authority to another, the strategies

the average deal value was multiplied by 3.

differ.

Due to the emergence of new “Unicorns”
such as Symphony, which rethink and secure
collaboration between financiers, fintechs are
disrupting current business models. Whether
they are positioned as direct competitors
to traditional finance players or as partners,
fintechs are present across the value chain
and have become integral stakeholders in the
world of financial services.
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FINTECH POLICIES: CHOICES MADE BY 10 LEADING
THE CHALLENGES FACED BY FINTECHS
Today, fintechs are confronted with several ma-

In time, it is the entire market and its clients that will

jor challenges that they must integrate into their

benefit from a more stable and efficient financial in-

business model: access to financing, reluctance of

dustry. Regulators now have a new role to play and

companies to adopt new technologies, evolution of

must maintain a clear position in terms of policy in-

consumer behaviour and the regulatory framework.

novation to foster the emergence of a flexible, stable

These regulatory constraints indeed weigh on the

and complex fintech ecosystem

INTERNATIONAL REGULATORS

development of fintechs by inducing:
Uncertainty regarding industry operations, which can hinder
the development of new activities
A financial cost to comply with these regulations

REGULATORY AUTHORITY

A human and technological cost to adapting to the new rules:

FRIENDLINESS

change management, employee training, new reporting, cost
of scarce resources, etc.

However, the appearance of fintechs specializing in
regulation, also known as regtechs, allows for accelerated implementation and the financial industry’s

We studied the innovation policies of the 10 main
international regulators with regard to fintechs. This
study is part of a methodological framework based
on four pillars:

compliance with the guidelines issued by the regula-

Flexibility of the Regulatory Framework: Regulator’s

tor, thereby improving the regulatory environment.

ability to define a clear regulatory framework and to adapt
its supervisory constraints to the specific nature of new

United States:

France:

United Kingdom:

Japan:

• Regulatory exemption for
fintechs practicing these
three activities: deposit,
loan and chequebook.

• Introduction of a sandbox:
compliance in stages that
corresponds to a regulatory
proportionality rule
measured according to the
risk incurred by the fintech.

• Implementation of a
sandbox: fintechs selected
get regulatory exemptions,
once the critical stage is
reached.

• Regulatory framework
unfavorable to fintechs until
2017

Pragmatically, they also enable the financial indus-

technological firms that do not necessarily have the required

try to better face its regulatory challenges:

resources for established players.

Canada:

Mission Statement: Official statement or declared position

• Potential establishment
of a regulatory sandbox
(consultation in progress)
as well as various initiatives
(working group focused on
fintechs at the provincial
level, for example Mate).

Reduction of compliance costs, by pooling and standardizing

of the regulator relating to its values, motivations, principles

practices

and ambitions with regard to innovation and the players

Operational efficiency improvement of certain tasks due to

involved.

automation: regulatory reporting, quality control on data

Accessibility and Proactivity: Concrete initiatives put in

Improvement and security of processes: client onboarding

place to satisfy and retain fintechs (level of usefulness,

and KYC, risk management

simplicity and credibility of the actions undertaken, degree

Switzerland:

of proximity, accessibility and interactions with fintechs,

• Development of a one-sizefits-all sandbox: all fintechs
can enter this regulatory
area and then return to
normal law.

It is in this context that we have observed, in recent

ergonomics of procedures, educational support, etc.).

years, various initiatives to attract foreign fintechs

Human Capital: Knowledge and expertise of the regulator

(Agility in France to attract fintechs from the U.K.,

on innovative and disruptive subjects brought forward by

UKTI in the U.K. to attract Asian fintechs) or even

fintechs and the ability to work with them, with a view to

interstate collaborations between regulatory author-

offering support in an open and non-defensive way.

ities (Switzerland – Singapore, for example).
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• Initiatives: Support
system (fintech desk),
measures that facilitate the
development of fintechs
(simplified banking licence,
extension of the deadline
for operating accounts).

• Initiatives: Agility
(repatriating fintechs from
the United Kingdom),
fintech and innovation
hub (support scheme in the
form of a one-stop shop),
FinTech Forum.

• Initiative: “Innovation
hub”, a team of experts to
support start-up companies
by guiding them through
various regulations and
assisting them in the
preparation of their
certification applications.
Singapore:

Germany:

• Implementation of a
sandbox: if experiment is
a success, return to regular
law within a deadline
provided in advance;
assistance is granted when
the fintech is outside
the sandbox. Initiatives:
“Fintech and Innovation
group”, financial aid.

• Same regulation as
traditional financial
players.
• Initiatives: BaFin website
adapted to fintech
requests, specialized
task force for fintechs,
Fincamp (dialogue system
between fintechs and the
authorities).
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• Shinzo Abe and his
government recently decided
to support start-ups via a
regulatory sandbox for 2018.
Hong-Kong:
• Supervisory sandbox, similar
to the United Kingdom’s but
reserved for banks. Startups that are not affiliated
with authorized financial
institutions do not have
access to this sandbox.
Australia:
• Strong support from the
government to make the
country a leader in terms of
fintechs and innovation in
financial services
Key initiatives :
- Regulatory Sandbox
- Creation of an innovation hub
- Encouragement of
crowdfunding of capital
(CSEF Framework)

This Framework Allows Us To Highlight Four Major Families of Regulators:
Pioneers

Hybrids

Australia, Singapore and UK

France, Hong Kong and Switzerland

These regulators have reached a stage of advanced

These regulators adopt a specific model, that is

maturity in their measures to accompany fintechs:

either relatively flexible but has not completed its

Sandbox, support and accompaniment.

ramp-up, or on the contrary, relatively mature in

others like the U.K. have implemented regulations

With ICOs being a hot topic in the financial services

and some, like Japan, have proactively attracted in-

industry, Chappuis Halder & Co. experts analyzed

vestors and already accept certain cryptocurrencies

the regulatory framework around the world to cre-

as legal tender.

ate a heatmap and offer a regional outlook on ICO
regulatory friendliness.

helping fintechs but still having to adapt certain
Followers

points of the regulation to the challenges posed by

Canada and Japan

new technologies.

hese regulators are in a transition period, trying to

$0.25B

+ 2,700 %

$7.0B

+ 200%

2018

2017

(As at August 31)

2016

catch up with the “Pioneers”; they are characterized

Conservatives

by a framework that is evolving favourably but still

Germany and USA

has few concrete initiatives.

These regulators can provide some support for
fintechs but remain uncompromising with regard
to the regulatory framework, which must be the
same for fintechs as for other players in the financial
services industry.

$20B

LEADING ICO HUBS IN 2017 AND PERCENTAGE OF GLOBAL FUNDS RAISING
United Kingdom:
Amount raised: $275M
ICOs closed: 26
% of global funds raised: 3.9%

Switzerland:
Amount raised: $1,462M
ICOs closed: 33
% of global funds raised: 20.8%

Russia:
Amount raised: $438M
ICOs closed: 57
% of global funds raised: 6.26%

China:
Amount raised: $306M
ICOs closed: 14
% of global funds raised: 4.4%

USA:
Amount raised: $1,722M
ICOs closed: 87
% of global funds raised: 24.6%

Cayman Islands:
Amount raised: $162M
ICOs closed: 3
% of global funds raised: 24.6%

Singapore:
Amount raised: $641M
ICOs closed: 35
% of global funds raised: 9.15%

Japan:
Amount raised: $195M
ICOs closed: 6
% of global funds raised: 2.78%

ICOS – THE NEW FUNDRAISING METHOD FOR START-UPS
Initial Coin Offering (ICO) is a new method of rais-

“Unicorn” ICOs (capital raised > $1 billion) were

ing capital, which involves the sale of digital assets

witnessed (e.g. Telegram and EOS) and total capital

(tokens) typically in exchange for major cryptocur-

raised in the first half of 2018 surpassed all pre-2018

rencies (e.g. Bitcoin or Ether) or fiat currencies. ICOs

ICOs combined.

have started to become the dominant funding method for technology and blockchain related firms,

As much as ICOs can be a cheap and more efficient

especially for those at the start-up or development

way of raising funds for start-ups, this rapid expan-

stage.

sion in the ICO market has brought along with it
undesired behaviour (e.g. fraudulent ICOs, money

Since the first Initial Coin Offering (ICO) held in

laundering). Studies have estimated that less than

July 2013 by Mastercoin, the ICO landscape has

50% of all start-ups that raise capital through an ICO

drastically changed. By the end of Q2 2018, nearly

survive more than four months. The rapid expan-

1,200 ICOs were closed, raising more than $27 bil-

sion of the global ICO market has attracted a great

lion in capital. 2017 was a crucial year for the ICO

deal of attention in the financial community, espe-

market, with a drastic increase in the number of

cially from a regulatory standpoint. Globally, regu-

ICOs and capital raised. During the first half of

lation of the ICO market is at different stages. Some

2018, the ICO market reached record levels: the first

countries, like China, have banned ICOs altogether,
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Current Cryptocurrency Regulatory State

CRYPTOCURRENCY REGULATORY HEATMAP – KEY REGULATORY
INITIATIVES AROUND THE WORLD

After banishing ICOs,
China also expelled
miners and forbade all
links with cryptocurrencies

Iceland is heading
toward becoming a
“mining heaven”

Switzerland is
aiming at becoming
a “crypto nation”

Cryptocurrency
regulation should be
enacted by July 2018

Since December 2017, the
Japanese regulator has been
officially authorizing the
trade of 15 cryptocurrencies

South Korea started a war
against anonymous accounts
trading cryptocurrencies

Outlook

Americas
Still no coherent direction on its digital asset regulation. The U.S. has the highest
number of cryptocurrency users, the highest number of Bitcoin ATMs and also the
highest Bitcoin trading volumes globally. The problem is that each state has different
regulations and standpoints on digital assets. Some southern and western states are
taking a bigger step by proposing a bill to prevent crypto from property taxes. Eastern
states have a more regulated approach to crypto. However, the Commodity Futures
Trading Commission (CFTC) became the first U.S. regulator to allow cryptocurrency
derivatives to be traded publicly.
The Financial Consumer Agency of Canada does not consider cryptocurrencies to be
“legal tender,” excluding all but Canadian banknotes and coins from that definition.
They, however, consider it a barter good and it’s legal to trade. Bill C-31 was assented to
on June 19, 2014, taking a lighter stance on digital currencies.
Colombia does not consider cryptocurrencies as currencies or securities. They won’t be
getting legal recognition there anytime soon.
The Mexican government has taken a stand on regulating cryptocurrencies, although
they did not ban them. Current legal state: Restricted.
Venezuela is one of the most interesting countries in this sector. It announced its
petroleum-backed cryptocurrency, Petro, raising $735 million in one day. President
Maduro claims each Petro unit is backed by one Venezuelan oil barrel. Yet, the country
cracks down on Bitcoin mining.
The Argentine parliament does not consider Bitcoin and cryptocurrencies as legal
currencies, but rather as a property

The America continent is rather ambivalent on its
current legal state when it comes to crypto. Some
Latin countries just banned them (Ecuador, Bolivia)
while some northern countries (Canada) stand
among the most crypto-friendly nations.
Latin America has strong perspectives in terms of
adoption (leading to clearer regulations) because in
some countries (Venezuela, Argentina), people have
more trust in digital assets than in their own local
currency.
In North America, the mantra is “protecting
the investor while fostering innovation”. The
message is clear, blockchain, the tech underlying
cryptocurrencies, is considered there as a true
innovation with tremendous perspectives. But the
space offers its fair share of scams and risky exposure
for the consumers and unqualified investors.
Globally, the continent offers positive perspectives
but is currently riding a tough regulation wave,
whose goal is to set up a solid framework, especially
on ICOs or token sales.
Cryptocurrency and digital asset regulation is seen as
necessary for the space, to achieve massive adoption
and facilitate its use within corporations.

Europe
AMF blacklisted 15 cryptocurrency and crypto-asset investment websites in
March 2018. It also launched the Universal Node to ICO Research Network (UNICORN)
in October of 2017. At the same time, Minister of the Economy Bruno Le Maire decided
to create a “digital currency mission” and a working group with a view to regulating
cryptocurrencies.

The SEC stopped
several ICOs and
warned investors

Banishment of Bitcoin
in Equator and Bolivia

In the U.K., cryptocurrencies are currently unregulated. However, steps toward a new
regulation have been taken and a first review is expected before year’s end. In particular,
the FCA announced that it will be joining forces with the Treasury Committee and the
BoE to draft a first position paper on cryptocurrencies to assess the related risks and
opportunities.

AMF blacklisted in March 2018
15 cryptocurrency and crypto-asset
investment websites.
A working group has been setup by
the Minister of the Economy,
to work toward regulating cryptos

War against cryptocurrency
started in 2018

Legend:

In Australia, two senators asked
the central bank to accept
cryptos as a form of currency

Unknown
Banished or restricted
Ongoing regulation – existing entry barriers
Ongoing regulation

Banishment of Bitcoin
in Nepal, Bangladesh
and Kyrgyzstan
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No distinction between
fiduciary and crypto
transactions

In Germany, the Bundesbank is calling for a coordinated international effort to regulate
cryptocurrencies, as regional rules would be hard to enforce on a virtual community.
Furthermore, the German Finance Minister claims the attempt to regulate cryptos
should primarily focus on lowering risks for citizens.
Switzerland appears to have an open attitude toward the cryptocurrency industry. To
that end, FINMA has published guidelines with the intention of “creating clarity for
market participants” and reducing the risk of money laundering practices. As well, an
ICO working group has been setup to “increase legal certainty, maintain the integrity of
the financial centre and ensure technology-neutral regulation”. The working group will
report to the Swiss Federal Council by the end of 2018.
Cryptocurrency regulation in the country should be enforced by July 2018, according
to an official government publication. The regulatory package will cover operations
in the cryptocurrency markets as well as ICOs and crowdfunding. Yet, the degree of
acceptance of such assets must be harmonized, as the central bank wishes to criminalize
ICO token investments, while the Ministry of Finance wants specific regulations.
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In Europe, the approach toward cryptocurrency
regulations is largely driven by the identification of
adequate measures to protect investors and ensure
no illicit activity is conducted through the use of
cryptos.
Key contributors clearly expressed themselves on
the risk for investors of losing all their investments
in the absence of a clear regulation and considering
the high price volatility experienced in the last few
months.
The Vice-President of the European Commission also
pointed out how member states should include the
cryptocurrency exchanges in the EU’s anti-money
laundering framework.
Yet, from a general point of view, cryptocurrencies
are not labelled by the EU as instruments bearing a
potential systems risk to financial stability.
While the U.K. and EU have not announced final
regulations on cryptocurrencies, an announcement is
expected before the end of Q2, when the EU is set to
present an action plan on financial technology.

Current Crypto-Currency Regulatory State

Outlook

Tokenisation challenges and opportunities

Asia
Starting off by banning ICOs, China ordered a bank account freeze associated with
exchanges, kicked out Bitcoin miners, and instituted a nationwide ban on Internet and
mobile access to all things related to cryptocurrency trading. The People’s Republic
of China appears to be the most stringent cryptocurrency regulator among the major
economies.

On January 30, 2018, South Korean officials began enforcing a January 23, 2018 rule
disallowing anonymous accounts from trading cryptocurrencies.
In December 2017, Japan authorized 15 cryptocurrencies as legal means of payment.
The main three Japanese banks (Mitsubishi UFJ, Mizuho Capital and SMBC Venture
Capital) invested in bitFlyer, the country’s most popular cryptocurrency. Mitsubishi UFJ
even started issuing its own cryptocurrency: the MUFG coin. The hack of a Japanese
exchange on January 26, 2018 nevertheless prompted a backlash from the community
and closer oversight from the Financial Services Agency.
On January 9, 2018, Singapore’s Deputy Prime Minister said that “the country’s laws do
not make any distinction between transactions conducted using fiat currency, cryptocurrency or other novel ways of transmitting value”.
India, once viewed as a burgeoning, friendly environment for cryptocurrencies, has
been clamping down on cryptocurrencies in 2018.

The Chinese community is in surprisingly good
spirits despite crackdowns. Online and offline
communities are flourishing and blockchain
start-ups are sprouting all over China. Even giants
like Alibaba and Tencent are also exploring the
capabilities of blockchain to enhance their platforms.
While India is facing stern regulations, participants
of the local cryptocurrency industry do not believe
India can “ban” cryptocurrencies through regulations
in the same way China has.
The Monetary Authority of Singapore has stated that
it may issue new rules to regulate cryptocurrencies.
As to the future, the question is which Asia? At one
end of the spectrum is Japan, which has embraced
cryptocurrencies. At the other is China, which has
all but banished them. South Korea has been in the
middle.
The region’s regulators are going in different
directions.

Banishment of Bitcoin in Bangladesh, Vietnam, Nepal and Kyrgyzstan

Investing in
Cryptocurrency,
the Labyrinth of
Tax Reporting

CRYPTOCURRENCY, A NEW ERA
OF INVESTMENTS

Like all investments, undisclosed

Cryptocurrency markets gained significant

profits will be sanctioned and

power over the past three years. With their

now more than ever, with the

rapid surges and collapses in value, virtu-

emergence of cryptocurrencies,

al currencies have shifted into the public eye
in recent years. Numerous investors started
trading cryptocurrencies on brand new online
platforms with the hope of making some good
money quickly. But this craze also woke up the
interest of regulators and tax administrations.
Headache replaces excitement when the time
for tax reporting comes. With no real definition
or classification of cryptocurrencies and the
difficulty in determining the average acquisition prices, tax reporting has become a real
challenge for cryptocurrency investors, who
cannot count on the help of crypto-exchange
platforms.
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regulators are eager to catch
uncompliant investors with brand
new regulations.

Main cryptocurrencies

Cryptocurrency

Bitcoin

Cryptocurrency exchange platforms and tax reporting
Description

Bitcoin uses peer-to-peer technology to operate with no central authority or banks; managing
transactions and the issuing of bitcoins is carried out collectively by the network.

The cryptocurrency market is an uncontrolled and

exchange platforms to trade and exchange crypto-

unregulated market, which is strongly fragmented.

currencies. The most famous exchange platforms in-

Multiple players around the world have created

clude Kraken, Coinbase, Bitfinex and Gemini.
South Korea

Main Exchange Platforms
xrp

Ripple connects banks, payment providers, digital asset exchanges and corporates via RippleNet to
provide one frictionless experience to send money globally.

Ethereum

Etheureum is a decentralized platform taht runs smart contracts: applications that run exactly as
programmed without any possibility of douwntime, censorship, fraud or third-party interference.

Litecoin

Litecoin is a peer-to-peer internet currency that enables instant near-zero cost payments to anyone in
the world. Litecoin is an open source, global payment network that is fully decentralized without any
central authorities.

USA

Hong-Kong

USA

Other high volume traded cryptocurrencies

Luxembourg
Singapore

New Zealand
Source: kraken.com, coinbase.com, gemini.com, upbit.com, bitfinex.com, bitstamp.net, huobi.com, wex.com

Strong interests from worldwide tax administrations

Source: bitcoin.com, ripple.com, ethereum.org, litecoin.com, eos.io, cardano.com, iota.org, dash.org, tron.network

A strong interest in crypto investments from retail investors

Even though people who invested in cryptocurren-

foreign countries to obligate them to improve trans-

cies probably did not consider tax implications, tax

parency on investors’ data. Moreover, they have few

administrations in the U.S. and European Union

tools to control and detect potential fraud.

have demonstrated a strong interest in this matter.

A cryptocurrency is a digital currency created to be

to more mainstream individual and institutional in-

At stake, the taxation of the huge monetized profits

In most countries, it is investors’ responsibility to

a medium of exchange using cryptography technol-

vestors with a large panel of cryptocurrencies.

realized by crypto investors in strong opacity. The In-

report taxes on all gains and income to their tax ad-

ternal Revenue Service (IRS) in the U.S. won a court

ministration. But the exercise can rapidly become

ogy to secure transactions. It differs from fiat currencies given its decentralized nature, pseudonymity,

Bitcoin, Ethereum, XRP are the three biggest cryp-

case against Coinbase. The court ordered Coinbase

challenging, and individuals are not always the ones

immutability and divisibility.

tocurrencies in terms of traded volumes, according

to report 14,355 users who had traded more than

to blame. The lack of regulation in the cryptocur-

to coinmarketcap.com. Cryptocurrency trading as

$20,000 worth of Bitcoins between 2013 and 2015.1

rency industry drives investors to find grey-area
solutions to reporting taxes on their highly-volatile

Cryptocurrency markets gained significant power in

gained a notable importance due to the high level of

the past 9 years due to an exponential increase in in-

volatility, the hope of quick and easy gains and the

But today, Coinbase is the only cryptocurrency plat-

returns. The difficulties come from the absence of

novations and the development of new technologies.

opportunities created by the lack of regulation and

form that gave its users’ data to a tax administration.

strong tax reporting platforms and the lack of specif-

Initially reserved for well-informed and early inves-

market structure.

For the moment, administrations have little power

ic tax guidance from government agencies.

and control over these players generally located in

tors, cryptocurrency investments are now available

1
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https://www.fool.com/taxes/2018/05/03/3-ways-the-irs-is-taxing- cryptocurrencies.aspx
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TAX REGULATIONS ON CRYPTOCURRENCY ASSETS: GREY ZONE
Different Countries, Different
Regulations
The legal status of cryptocurrencies varies from
country to country. Some countries have not yet de-

Different uses, vague tax
consequences
Different cryptocurrency transactions are also playing a key role in tax administration. Since cryptocurrency and blockchain technology are constantly
progressing, their usage is evolving as well. There is a
huge panel of cryptocurrency transaction options:2
Trading cryptocurrencies is a taxable event. Due to fair

fined the legal status of cryptocurrencies. In these

market value calculation requirements for tax reporting

circumstances, the tax implications for cryptocur-

purposes, investors are facing serious challenges in

rency investments are vague, and there will be lots

No support from the platforms or stakeholders for individual investors

calculating such value in USD at the time of the trade.

of questions ahead.
As cryptocurrency does not have a universal definition, investors from various countries are facing
different tax reporting amounts for the same investments.
For example, in the USA, the IRS published a short
notice in 2014 in which it defined cryptocurrencies
as property, similar to an investment in real estate,
bonds or stocks. The tax consequence for cryptocurrencies starts the day investors place their cryptocurrency orders.

Exchanging tokens is a taxable event. From a tax point of

According to our recent 2018 crypto investors sur-

To complete the tax reporting exercise, investors

view, exchanging tokens is the same as selling them.

vey, tax reporting complexity is a key concern for

need to know the basics, i.e. the purchase date, the

Buying cryptocurrencies with dollars is not a taxable event.

62% of crypto investors . Most platforms are not

purchase price, and the sales date and price. Most of

Selling cryptocurrencies with other currencies is a taxable

helping their users in the tax reporting process. For

the time, the base price is the purchase price, but it

event.

retail investors, when they sell bonds or shares, banks

needs to be adjusted for things like splits, dividends,

Having services, products or a salary in exchange for

send a tax form with all the necessary information

return on capital distributed—known in the crypto

cryptocurrencies is treated as regular income at the time of

to prepare their tax return. This is not the case for

language as ICOs, hard forks or airdrops. This can

receipt.

cryptocurrency exchange platforms. For instance,

become very confusing for purchases made at differ-

Spending cryptocurrencies is a taxable event. Holding time

Coinbase only issues a statement if the investor re-

ent times. But since it is the investors’ responsibility

is crucial for tax rates on capital gains.

alized more than $20,000 in gains and made a least

to prepare their tax returns, most of the major plat-

Airdrops, hard forks (attribution of token for free) are

200 transactions over the year . Besides Coinbase,

forms are not informative enough for their users to

considered as income on the day of the event.

no other platform discloses data to the IRS, or to in-

prepare them efficiently.

Mining coins is considered as income equal to the fair market

vestors. From the regulator’s standpoint, there is a

value of the coin on the day it was mined.

serious lack of information and guidelines for deter-

Positioning of cryptocurrency players from a tax

ICOs do not enjoy tax-free treatment for raising capital.

mining which investors need to file a tax return.

perspective
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Legal status

Tax consequences

United States
of America

Property

Calculated based on the coin’s value as of the date
it was traded

Japan

Legal method of payment

15-55 percent, based on the volume

South Africa

Assets of intangible nature

18 percent (capital gains tax): 18-45 percent
(normal income tax)

Swiss

Not Defined

Wealth tax (determined at the end of the year,
based on income)

United Kingdom

Investments (small-scale holding): working
capital (if used regularly)

Free, if below £11.850, then up to 45 percent

B2C

Country

B2B

Legal Status & Tax Implementation by Country

No Tax Advisory Option

Source: cointelegraph.com

Tax Advisory Ability Option

Crypto-Investor Observatory – July 2018, COQONUT and CH&Co.
http://www.chappuishalder.com/sites/default/files/crypto_investor_observatory_june_2018.pdf
4
Coinbase website
3

2

IRS Notice 2014-21
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Core Business Tax

Exchange platform

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR FINAN-

Tax advice
Coinbase provides Form 1099-K to certain business customers and GDAX customers that have received
at least $20,000 cash for sales of virtual currency related to at least 200 transactions in a calendar year.
It is investors’ responsibility to determine what, if any, taxes apply to the trades they complete via
Services, to report and remit the correct tax amount to the appropriate tax authority. The platform is not
responsible for determining whether taxes apply to traders or for collecting, reporting, withholding or
remitting any taxes arising from any trades.

Tax information is not available on the Bitfinex website.
Under IRS guidance, Gemini is not required to issue Form 1099-B since digital currency sales are
currently regarded as personal property sales.
No tax information is available on the Binance website.
Three flat fee offers for crypto investors (only transactions, hard forks and airdrops are taken into
account). Visor tool harnesses machine learning to pinpoint exact deductions, giving advisors a datadriven understanding that maximizes savings.
Works with main cryptocurrencies. Import of cryptocurrency portfolio on main exchange platform,
spending, wallets, mined coins and income. Possibility to export capital gain to TurboTax and TaxAct.
Caculates tax for U.S., Canada, Australia, Germany and the U.K. Purposes a professional package for
accountants. Works with Happy Tax and Visor.
CoinTracking analyzes the trades and generates real-time reports on profits and losses, the value of your
coin portfolio, realized and unrealized gains, and on taxes. Can operate with all 5,919 existing currencies
and the main exchange platforms and wallets.

Tax services are very limited so far

CIAL INSTITUTIONS TO PROPOSE
Some online platforms and tax advisors have already

NEW VALUE-ADDED SERVICES TO

seized this opportunity and offer new tax reporting

THEIR CLIENTS

tools; however, they remain very manual with no
direct connections to market exchanges.

In this context, it could be tempting for investors to
skip out on their taxes because no one really knows

None of the major financial institutions provide

about their capital gains. But in the future, tax ad-

solutions in this field, even if they already have

ministrations may discover those investments and

implemented

send the bill with penalties and interest. Forewarned

applications.

Crosslaw is helping clients throughout the United States with tax preparation and tax consultation
related to cryptocurrency investments. They neither propose API to import trade history or wallets nor
automatic system for tax reporting.
TaxToken focuses on modernizing personal accounting. It offers an automated, intuitive solution using
blockchain technology.
LibraTax is a crypto accounting solution that tracks crypto activity and establishes a cost basis to calculate
capital gains and losses and report taxable events.
Crypto Tax Advisors offers assistance from tax experts who are cryptocurrency insiders to help individuals handle their cryptocurrency tax issues.
Coqonut provides a white-label solution that helps wealth managers and banks to include cryptocurrency assets in their existing reporting and analysis, to better serve the financial institutions’ clients.

finance

management

investors start looking for solutions to help them accomplish their duty. This is an important opportunity for financial institutions to innovate and propose
new solutions, including tax reporting.
Possible collaborations between financial institutions and exchange platforms could be an important
aspect of innovation with the transfer of investors’

FINAL WORDS: THREE FIRMS ARE
SHOWING THE WAY
Cryptocurrency markets expanded dramatically,
but tax reporting remains a burden for investors due
to the lack of relevant tools.

information via API to create a seamless client jour-

Financial institutions can play a key role in resolv-

ney: average acquisition price information, list of ac-

ing this tax dilemma. They have a real chance to

quisitions and disposals, holding period.

innovate and implement value-added solutions for
clients while finding a solution to the tax-reporting

Solutions could be enhanced with value-added serCryptoTaxPrep.com by Happy Tax helps U.S. clients with income from all types of cryptocurrency. It
works in collaboration with U.S.-based licensed certified public accountants and targets different types of
client: miners, day traders, retail investors, businesses accepting bitcoin as a payment method.

personal

vices based on the same data, such as:

maze.
The matrix shows that there are three tax advisory

Tax reporting: capital gains report, tax regulation for

companies that offer B2B solutions: LibraTax, Cryp-

different countries, LIFO/FIFO/average costing calculation,

to Tax Advisors and Coqonut.

export into accountant software

Up until recently, LibraTax had been focusing on in-

Performance reporting: performance analysis and
visualization, history, realized and unrealized gains

dividual tax advisement but in May 2018, the com-

Consolidated dashboard: interactive search and consolidated

pany announced that they would be producing a

views from various platforms and types of transaction

platform called Libra Crypto Office aimed at institu-

Data import: API, CVS file, number of exchange platforms

tions involved in regular crypto transactions.

proposed, import of mining income from addresses, import

Crypto Tax Advisors, has a special service for tax

of spending from crypto wallets

professionals who are coached, advised and trained

Historical and analytical tools: historical charts, analysis

on crypto activities.

tools, quotes

Coqonut, is the only fully-automated solution that
financial institutions can use through white labelling to provide tax reporting services to their own
clients.
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Tokenisation challenges and opportunities
Advocates of crypto assets and cryptocurrencies continue to praise them, while others

Crypto Assets, a New
Frontier for KYC

are more measured in their commentary (see
Mark Carney’s “The Future of Money”). Given

Crypto-Assets/Currencies Key Facts
Cryptocurrencies are exceptionally volatile
with value driven by sentiment, utilities, legal,

the early adoption phase of crypto assets and

governmental issues and market manipulation.

cryptocurrencies in the economy, it is increas-

There are more than 1,600 cryptocurrencies.

ingly evident that they bring increased finan-

Bitcoin is by far the largest cryptocurrency

cial crime risks and financial institutions must
act promptly to avoid regulatory censure or
potential enforcement action.

with over $100 billion in market capitalization.
Institutional investors have stayed on the
sidelines (up until recently).
Cryptocurrencies are not backed or regulated by
a central bank or government.
Several countries have outlawed
cryptocurrencies.

Alerts to U.K. financial institutions have recently been issued by the FCA over the finan-

“At present, crypto-assets raise a

cial crime risks associated with crypto assets

host of issues around consumer

or cryptocurrencies. Regulators in other juris-

and investor protection, market

dictions are anticipating to apply a similar ap-

integrity, money laundering,
terrorism financing, tax evasion,
and the circumvention of capital

A cryptocurrency doesn’t physically exist;
it only exists in a network.

proach; hence, the inclusion of specific requirements within the Fifth Anti-Money Laundering
Directive. EU regulators have also highlighted
initial coin offerings (ICOs) and cryptocurren-

controls and” international

cies as one of their priorities, and the U.K. gov-

sanctions”

ernment has recently established a Cryptoas-

Mark Carney “The Future of Money”
March 2018

A cryptocurrency has no intrinsic value.

sets Taskforce to explore the possibilities and
risks arising from crypto assets.
In response, financial institutions need to undertake a thorough risk assessment of their
risk exposure. They may have to adjust their
approach to financial crime risk management,
even if they do not trade crypto assets or cryptocurrencies themselves.
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A cryptocurrency is not controlled by a
central authority and exists in a completely
decentralized network.

WHAT FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS NEED TO DO
The FCA has stated that banks should follow a risk-based approach in relation to crypto assets and cryptocurrencies. Plenitude, member of CH Alliance, advises financial institutions to take the following measures:

1. Review Existing Guidance and
Regulation

the risk profile of clients that actively trade in
cryptocurrency, and those that invest in funds that
maintain a position in crypto assets (discretionary
or non-discretionary), or those that hold shares in
business operating with crypto assets.

2. Identify Risk Exposure Through
Crypto Assets

Firstly, you should consult existing guidance and

The second measure is to undertake an accelerated

regulation along with SME input, in relation to

risk assessment of your risk exposure and, where

crypto assets and cryptocurrencies. Advice and

necessary, initiate remediation activity. A number of

regulatory perspectives on the inherent risks of

questions should be asked:

2. Identify Risk Exposure Through Crypto Assets

money laundering and terrorist financing associated
Does your firm offer crypto asset or cryptocurrency related

with crypto assets and cryptocurrencies are readily
available

through

national/supranational

services?

risk

assessments.

Do your clients or their counterparties offer services related

Sanctions currently imposed by key jurisdiction

Do your clients or their counterparties accept crypto assets

authorities

3. Define and Implement a Risk-based Approach

5. Enhance Technological Stack?

1. Review Existing Guidance and Regulation

to crypto assets or cryptocurrencies?

are

another

relevant

source

and cryptocurrencies in exchange for their products and

of

4. Strengthen Policies, Procedures and Controls

services?

information. Furthermore, some crypto assets may

Do your clients or their counterparties derive their wealth,

be state-sponsored. For example, in February 2018,

either fully or partially, from trading in crypto assets or

Venezuela issued the “Petro”, a cryptocurrency

cryptocurrencies?

considered by several analysts as a means to evade

3. Define and Implement a Risk-based
Approach

international financial sanctions. It has also been

Once your risk assessment is complete, you must

rumoured that Russia will launch a “CryptoRuble”

identify the risk-based client segments. Depending

in 2019. However, it should be noted that state-

on your financial institution’s business, you may

Third, you should define a risk-based approach, with

sponsored crypto assets are not only issued by

identify clear differences in the risks associated

differentiated risk management measures per client

sanctioned nations; for example, Japan (J-Coin),

with clients operating with crypto assets, depending

segment and proportionate to the associated risks.

Sweden (eKrona) are also preparing their own ICOs.

on where they stand in the value chain; for

Measures will include enhanced scrutiny of your

example, those that provide wallet services (storing

clients, counterparties or your clients’ counterparties.

Securities and investment related regulation and

cryptocurrency for third parties) may have a different

This may mean performing enhanced due diligence

guidance, although not specific to ICOs, are also

risk profile than those that provide exchange

on key individuals, including adverse intelligence,

relevant. The Financial Services Authority’s review

(cryptocurrency to national currency) or payment

or assessing their investor base. It may include

“Banks’ defences against investment fraud” in 2012 is

(cryptocurrency to cryptocurrency) services (higher

assessing the adequacy of your own arrangements

an example. Another example is that of the U.S. SEC

risk); or different than those mining cryptocurrency

in place to fight financial crime (e.g. financial crime

where, under certain conditions, it may consider

(validating transactions, updating the digital ledger

risk assessment, policies, KYC/CDD, transaction

that ICOs constitute security offerings.

and introducing new fresh currency). Other client

screening and monitoring among other relevant

segments may be rather defined by their source

controls).

of wealth, you may find differences between
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4. Strengthen Policies, Procedures and Controls
The fourth measure is to update your anti-

As an improvement to your client due diligence

financial crime policies, procedures and controls,

procedures, depending on your risk exposure and

ensuring that these clearly reflect crypto asset and

client types, you may want to integrate third-party

cryptocurrency activities and your improved risk-

service providers that can trace the transaction

based approach.

history of your client in the cryptocurrency’s

ICO-fueled Fintechs:
The New Disruptors?

publicly available distributed transaction ledger.
Among the enhancements required, financial
institutions will likely need to update their client risk

Lastly, a financial institution should also examine

rating methodologies. One example is that economic

its transaction monitoring capabilities and ensure

activity using crypto assets and cryptocurrencies is

that not only crypto assets are integrated into the

not often articulated in standard industry activity

transaction monitoring solutions, but that the same

classifications (e.g. NACE, SIC) and you will need to

standards are maintained (e.g. for sanction screening

improve your methodology to identify these more

or beneficiary information).

clearly.

5. Enhance Technological Stack ?

Blockchain-inspired innovation will be impacting the financial services in two major ways for

In order to enhance the security of crypto players, five fintechs are proposing turnkey solutions to the
community:
Company

Description

Clients

Market

the next decade:

technology through initial coin

Impose rapid streamlining of multi-stakeholders’

offerings (ICOs) revolutionize the

processes, reducing operational costs, lowering
entry barriers and increasing competition for

fundraising process for Fintechs?

The Shyft Network standardizes the KYC verification process, while providing
the highest level of personal data protection for businesses, consumers, and
governments across the globe. Functioning as a distributed network, Shyft has
no single point of failure susceptible to security breaches inherent in traditional
compliance systems.

New players

Could leveraging blockchain

incumbents
Allow currently illiquid assets to be “tokenized”
and traded in large numbers on primary
and secondary markets, opening retail and

traceto.io builds an inclusive KYC solution for cryptocurrency market
participants by fusing smart contract and artificial intelligence technologies.
traceto.io seeks to revolutionize the e-KYC process, bridging the gap between
physical and virtual world identities.

institutional investors to a new horizon of asset
classes

Cynopsis helps clients in the financial services sector (including fintech and
cryptocurrency start-ups) and the professional services sector better comply with
ever-increasing regulatory requirements, particularly anti-money laundering
(AML), counter terrorism financing (CTF) and Know-Your-Client (KYC). The
company offers a range of Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) products for clients.

Innovation requires money, and all large incum-

CipherTrace delivers cryptocurrency anti-money laundering (Crypto AML),
blockchain forensics and enforcement solutions that make Bitcoin and other
Clients not publicly
crypto assets safe. The team has extensive expertise in Bitcoin, enterprise security, disclosed
fintechs, and fighting cybercrime.

fintech start-ups intensively.

Elliptic software monitors Bitcoin for regulatory compliance and enables
cryptocurrency companies to meet their anti-money laundering obligations.
They deliver solutions that combat the growing use of pseudonymous and
anonymous cryptocurrencies to facilitate and fund criminal activity.
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bent banks and insurers are setting up massive
corporate venture funds and scouting for hot

Could initial coin offerings (ICOs) be the primary lever for kick-starting the blockchain

Clients not publicly
disclosed

evolution in financial services?
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represent more than one third of the total

100%

ICOs for the first half of fiscal 2017–2018, with

90%

almost 3 billion USD raised.

80%
70%

50%

vices and represent 1.6 billion USD (39% for

40%

well, 5 out of the 10 biggest ICOs were ventures targeting the financial services space for
a total of 656 million USD raised (47%).

84%

30%
20%
10%
0%
Finance

This CH Alliance paper is an attempt to ana-

2%
13%
1%
2016

16%

the first six months of ICOs), while in 2017 as

3

4

5

Crypto Hubs

Liquid
Tokenizers

Financial Services
Evolutionists

The Big Problem
Solvers

68%

70%

8%

4%

10%

11%

30M - 100M

10 biggest ICOs were linked to financial ser-

2
Crypto Customer
Services

30%

60%

33%

For the first half of 2018 alone, 5 out of the

1

> 100M

ICO’s sectorial repartition

15%

16%

2017

2018 (jan-jun)

Trading & investissement

Payments

20M - 30M

As a matter of fact, ICOs in financial services

Others

Financial Services

Crypto-centric

lyze the major trends in the “crypto-fueled fintechs” usually grouped together by specialized
media under three wide categories:

1. CRYPTO HUBS

2. CRYPTO CUSTOMER SERVICES

Finance: platforms or applications that work as a

The crypto hub could be defined as “ICO for crypto

bank or an asset management solution

by crypto”. The funds raised helped create the

These aim to develop financial services dedicated

Trading: develop a cryptocurrency or combine

technology to empower the development of the

to customers willing to invest in cryptocurrencies.

existing cryptocurrencies

crypto environment by offering specific services.

Here is an overview of the services offered:

Payments: platforms or applications that allow
payments using cryptocurrencies

Gold Bits Coin, which created a currency indexed on gold for

Lendroid, an open protocol where you can lend, trade on

online shopping.

margin and short sell on the Ethereum blockchain.

Cryptocurrency trading platforms offering to minimize

Monaco using the same processing platform as MasterCard

Bloom connects borrowers and lenders, providing credits in

the time and cost of transactions: Loopring or GoNetwork,

and Visa to enable people to pay with its cryptocurrency.

fiat and cryptocurrency on its platform.

which developed new protocols based on smart contract to

Swissborg and its cryptocurrencies wealth management

lower time and expenses. Huobi, one of the most successful

platform based on blockchain where you can create and

ICOs (300 million USD) also developed its own platform

manage portfolio of crypto assets.

based on a loyalty point system that rewards users of Huobi’s

Bankera, which collected through its ICOs 150 million USD,

cryptocurrency exchange platform.

is aiming to develop a blockchain-based bank with all the

Assessment tools to track, communicate and assess on the

classic banking instruments (deposits, credit cards, loans,

cryptocurrency market: TrakInvest developed a platform

etc.) but linked to coins and tokens. Interestingly, most of the

Archetypes in this space are:

At CH&Co., we felt the need to dig deeper,
and we established a database of the 70 ICO’s
related to those three sectors between January 2017 and July 2018.
After analysis, we selected about 30 “archetypes” and positioned them in five categories

that combines social media with a traditional compensation-

funding will be used to increase the capital required under

from the most crypto-centric to the most im-

based platform to provide, via a unique tool, a crypto trading

banking legislation to obtain a banking licence.

pactful on existing financial services

platform, a communication tool and an AI trading engine

The London Football Exchange even enables you to finance
your favourite football club using tokens!

that should provide superior insight to crypto investors.
Enigma Catalyst created a platform allowing individuals to
create and manage their own “crypto hedge fund”.
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3. LIQUID TOKENIZERS

5. THE (TOO?) BIG PROBLEM
SOLVERS

Blockchain
Opportunities for the
Wealth and Asset
Management Industry

The tokenization of assets is the process of creating
a new currency whose value will be indexed to
the product so as to trade real assets on the crypto
exchange, thanks to a dedicated cryptocurrency that
ultimately acts as a derivative product or in a way
similar to securization. This category has become a
hot trend. Here are three archetype examples:

In this category, maybe the most fascinating from
a financial services perspective, and with funding
above 75 million, fintechs or even governments are
aiming to reinvent the rules governing the global
financial industry with the help of blockchain
technology:

Acudeen connects SMEs and investors to provide liquidity

Basis is aiming to take on the role of a decentralized “crypto

for SMEs’ short-term activities by offering investors to buy

central bank” by implementing monetary policies to keep

back their receivables.

the purchasing power of their cryptocurrency stable.

Bankex offers its technology (SaaS) to tokenize your assets

U.cash aimed to build a decentralized global distributed

and place them on the market for trading.

financial services network, thanks to the blockchain

Polymath guides issuers through the complex tech and legal

technology.

process to achieve a successful token launch.

Zen Protocol is a trading floor, a broker, and a tool for

4. FINANCIAL SERVICES
EVOLUTIONISTS

creating new financial instruments (crypto assets). It gives

Since 2000, the number of millionaires and

To that extent, developing a digital strategy

you control over your own financial assets.

UNHWIs has sharply increased, contributing

embracing new innovations appears to be

The Petro (the first governmental cryptocurrency), a

to a growth of more than 60% of the wealth

the most promising path. In the realm of

by Venezuela, which raised about 735 million USD through

management market. However, during the

technologies affecting financial services, the

ICOs, is presented as a new way for citizens to pay taxes, fines

same period, wealth managers’ average profit

blockchain could be the most beneficial one for

and utilities!

margins decreased by 40%.

wealth managers willing to solve their current

cryptocurrency indexed on the price of oil and developed

The fintechs under this category are targeting a
financial services industry vertical and are trying to

profitability issues.

make it more efficient and customer friendly, thanks
to the streamlining capabilities of the blockchain.

FINAL WORD

These paradoxical changes are explained by
two factors. First, wealth managers faced an

To name a few successful ICOs:
Celsius created a platform allowing people to borrow fiat
money (USD) and use coins as collateral on loans.
ChainTrade provides a decentralized platform for
commodity trading.
KitToken uses the blockchain to channel international

From an incumbent’s innovation standpoint, the

increasing regulatory burden, which incurred

spaces to watch are clearly the liquid tokenizers and

important compliance costs. Second, demand

A wide adoption of the Blockchain

financial services evolutionists who may have in

for higher transparency and changing client

would challenge banks legitimacy

needs have put pressure on fees. This trend

to maintain the present level of

their hands interesting ideas for tomorrow, on how
to connect the blockchain’s tremendous capabilities
with the current financial systems.

was enhanced by the new competition arising
from fintechs.

remittances.
SPiCE is a liquid venture capital fund that uses indexed

commission fees but will generate
opportunities to create more
value through enhanced client

tokens to facilitate the trading of shares.

If they intend to bring their profitability back

Tzero uses security tokens to secure distributed ledgers with

on track, wealth managers must improve their

information and an expansion of

existing market processes to reduce settlement time and

operational efficiency and capture a bigger

the investable universe.

costs, increasing transparency and auditability.

share of the increasing market value.
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EFFECTS OF THE BLOCKCHAIN ON

Blockchain main benefits

WEALTH MANAGEMENT INDUSTRY

Safety: with the system being immune from potential
cyberattacks, information stored on the ledger can be trusted.
Consistency: as the data is constantly shared on a common

Blockchain technology cannot be seen as a one-stop

ledger, all the members of the peer-to-peer network have

shop but rather as a path punctuated with several

access to the same version of the truth at a given point in time.

milestones. Several activities of wealth management

Efficiency: as new data is agreed upon by members of the

could change with this disruption. The first of these

peer-to-peer network and is then immutable, a blockchain

could be post-trade optimisation and be imposed by

eliminates the need for a third party, reducing transaction

the market dynamics.

processing time and costs.

Post-trade
Optimisation
1

Client

3

2

Onboarding /

Expand
Investable
Universe

KYC

1. Post-trade optimisation
Numerous settlements must be performed when

Even though an important wealth manager revenue

trading stocks on foreign markets. As a result, a

stream

single trade can take up to six days to be executed

blockchain is imperative. A new entrant or incumbent

and requires considerable resources. As mentioned

who decides to implement this technology will be

earlier, a blockchain allows to remove the middleman.

in a position to charge lower commission fees while

The trade data is safeguarded in the system and trade

maintaining positive profit margins. Inactive banks

updates will be consistent and accessible to all members

would then be at high risk in this new competitive

on a real-time basis. Banks turning to this technology

landscape.

could

be

threatened,

implementing

a

will curtail both their settlement costs and transaction
processing times. As a matter of fact, transactions that

As a result, the industry would gradually switch to an

used to take up to six days could be performed in less

equilibrium in which the blockchain is widely adopted

than two hours.

and transaction fees sharply reduced. It is hard to say if
the decline in costs would compensate for the decline

An industry turning toward the
blockchain

in revenue; industries in which competition is centred

In the short run, implementing a blockchain could

To compensate for the potentially lower profit

foster cost reduction and positively impact revenue

margins, wealth managers will have to turn to creating

from commissions. However, banks would lose their

more value for their clients in order to increase their

legitimacy to charge high commission fees as they

willingness to pay. To do so, CH&Co has identified two

would no longer be justified by long processing times

actionable fields of application for wealth managers.

around low prices tend to face low profit margins.

and costs.
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2. Expansion of the investable universe

Incumbents

Blockchain represents a windfall for wealth managers looking for new alternative investment opportunities and a
way to provide high value-added services in an industry that could turn to a low cost paradigm.

New Entrants

Partnership

which has simplified the
settlement of transactions

which simplifies the settlement of transactions

Has developed a blockchain technology to enable
faster and cheaper client
onboarding

Offers a blockchain technology to centralize
client information

between different players to
simplify transactions

Cryptocurrencies as a Speculative Asset

Tokenization of Previously Illiquid Assets

As the cryptocurrency market is in a development phase,

As the blockchain allows to tokenize assets by dividing them into

volatility is still extremely high but investments can be

smaller parts, previously illiquid assets are now made tradable.

rewarding for investors who manage the right timing. Wealth

• Democratize investments: Assets previously considered as
illiquid were only accessible to a minority of HNWIs. With

• Offer alternative investments: Cryptocurrencies demonstrate

tokenization, these assets become more liquid and accessible,

interesting performances and are increasingly considered as an

hence widening the panel of targeted clients.

alternative asset class allowing to enhance portfolio returns.

• Become a universal partner: With tokenization, wealth

• Build a complete product offering: Wealth managers can

managers are able to accompany their clients on a broader

enlarge their offering with products such as cryptocurrencies

spectrum. Tokenization becomes a standard investment vehicle

and crypto-specific funds.

on which wealth managers can advise and provide services.

3. Client onboarding / KYC
The use of a blockchain can facilitate the onboarding processes and help reduce the related costs. The reduction

VALUE CREATION

managers could seize the opportunity to:

COST REDUCTION

Post-trade
Optimisation

Client
Onboarding/
KYC

Offering the possibility to
invest in cryptocurrencies
and other assets related to
blockchain technology

Offering new types of
investment vehicles related
to and hosted on blockchain
technology

Offering a solution to make
assets more liquid and
tradable by dividing their
ownership and utilization
rights into tokens

Expand
Investable
Universe

in burden of these processes is often associated with more client portability and, consequently, an increase in
competition among banks. One may perceive it only as a barrier, but it can also generate new sources of revenue
(see fields of application below).

Illustrations of some players’ strategies

Extra Time to Manage Relationships

Enhanced Client Data

• Switch from administrative tasks to business-generating

• Improve targeting: A unified client data base allows for more

activities: In client facing situations, the time saved by pre-

precision in the segmentation process and in the identification

validated data from a KYC blockchain can be enhanced by

of promising targets.

relationship managers to provide additional commercial efforts.

• Capitalize on stored data: Blockchain makes reliable data

• Optimize use of resources: Back-office activities are also

available on a real-time basis. Thanks to this single source of

positively impacted by the gain in time. Resources previously
allocated to this department can be reallocated to foster front-

To reduce the costs of back-office functions, Baton

R3 alters the way the world does business by developing

System implemented a blockchain platform inspired

new blockchain technology. Through a global network

from Citi and CME Clearing. With only one click,

of partners, their blockchain platform Corda is used to

banks are able to view in real-time: the collateral in

develop innovative apps for finance and commerce.

truth, wealth managers can tailor their client offerings and

their ledger and send cash or securities to clearing

The cutting-edge blockchain platform Corda allows

identify patterns.

houses. According to Citi and CME Clearing, the

businesses to transact directly, which eliminates the

software could significantly reduce the costs of back-

costly frictions in business transactions.

office activities.

office operations and speed up margin funding times.
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OCBC Bank, HSBC and Mitsubishi UFJ Financial
Group (MUFG), together with the Infocomm Media

KYC-Chain is a B2B managed workflow application

Development Authority (IMDA), have become the first

that enables organizations to better manage their KYC

consortium in South East Asia to successfully complete

processes for both individuals and corporations. A

a proof-of-concept for a Know-Your-Client (KYC)

white labelled end-to-end solution to streamline the

blockchain.

onboarding process for clients of the bank, and greatly

Crypto Exchanges
– Overview and
Challenges of the
Landscape

improve the efficiency of compliance teams.

Polymath is an interface combining financial securities
and blockchain technology. From creation, to issuance

SwissBorg’s objective is to create a democratic,

and fundraising, Polymath guides issuers through

decentralized and professional ecosystem to manage

the complex tech and legal process of a successful

your portfolio of crypto assets. The goal is to create

token launch. The Polymath ST-20 standard embeds

a cyber wealth management platform using a

regulatory requirements into the tokens themselves,

community-centric approach.

restricting trading to verified participants only. The

In 2017, trading Bitcoin, Ethereum, Ripple

platform simplifies the complex technical challenges

XRP and other cryptocurrencies became

of creating a security token and aims to bring the
multi-trillion dollar financial securities market to the
blockchain.

Cryptocurrency trading took

a mainstream obsession, including major

the world of Finance by storm

incumbents.

with billions being invested by
Investment bank Goldman Sachs is exploring

individuals.

FINAL WORDS
With the development of the blockchain, wealth

CH&Co. believes that wealth managers should not

managers could seize the opportunity to cut down

only regard the blockchain as a windfall to reduce

on costs. Indeed, post-trade optimization and the

their costs, but also as a way to better serve their cli-

resulting process simplification appear to be at the

ents and generate value.

forefront of the coming blockchain disruption.

different leads in this booming industry.
Whilst first showing interest in a crypto trading

Despite this, major players have

venture back in October 2017, it was reported

been reluctant to engage in this

to launch a cryptocurrency trading desk

unstable market, which could

instead in the summer of 2018. According to

prevent mainstream acceptance.

Bloomberg, the bank is also allegedly devising

While the effects of the blockchain on the industry’s

a cryptocurrency custody service. This might

Nevertheless, as the technology is adopted by the in-

profitability may not be entirely foreseeable, the end

dustry, the competitive advantage arising from low-

user (client) may emerge as the clear winner. Indeed,

be only a preview of what’s to come from

er costs will not be sustainable in the long run.

clients would enjoy lower transaction fees, custom-

Goldman and other incumbents. Around one

ized offerings and a wider range of investment op-

in five financial firms surveyed by Thomson

portunities.

Reuters are said to consider making a move in
crypto trading services in 2019 — the industry
could be on the verge of a major turn toward
the mainstream.
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This paper aims to provide an overview of the

of platforms continues to diversify. Non-custodial,

burgeoning crypto Exchange landscape from an

a fundamental feature of cryptocurrency, implies a

innovation watch perspective with a focus on two

blockchain-based digital asset to be stored by its owner

specificities: the white labelling phenomenon and the

without the help of traditional financial intermediaries,

growing custody issue.

such as banks, registered brokers / dealers or qualified
custodians. But just because you can store all your

There are over 500 crypto exchanges today and this

coins yourself, should you?

abundance is made possible by the white labelling
phenomena allowing for almost instant creation of

A notable fact about crypto trading is the major role

an exchange. With all this proliferation, the nature

played by exchanges platforms in the ecosystem:

Total Market Capitalization

Basics of cryptocurrency trading and
exchanges landscape
Unlike

stocks

but

like

foreign

10/10/2017
· Market Cap: $17.6 Billion
· 24h volume: $152 Million

exchanges,

30/10/2018
· Market Cap: $219 Billion
· 24h volume: $17 Billion

cryptocurrencies are traded 24/7 globally on different
exchanges with few barriers to entry and minimal

57508

censorship. The price is determined by a free floating

55008

market exchange rate that is established by buyers
and sellers on different exchanges around the world in
different currencies and trading pairs.

52508
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0

Payment
Services

ATM
Merchant Services

Mining Contracts
Marketplace

Debit Card

Mobile PoS Card Reader

Gateway - Processor

Micropayments

Escrow Service

Mining Contracts

Trading

Wallet & Banking

Mobile Wallet

Remitances

Applications

Mining

Infrastructure & Enablers

Payment platform

Mobile Financial
Trading
ATM Network
(Operator)

Derivatives Trading

Buy bitcoin at ask price

Sell bitcoin at bid price

Exchange

Exchange

1
Deposit
currency

2
Withdraw
bitcoin
Sender

3
Transfer bitcoin

4
Deposit
bitcoin

May 13 Jan 14 Sep 14 May 15 Sep 16 Jan 16 Sep 18 May 17 Jan 18

Arbitrage possibilities:

5
Withdraw
currency

ATM Software

Financial Trading

example, GDAX may trade LTC/USD at $300 while
Bittrex trades it at $250, and therefore an arbitrage

Investors are eager to trade in this rapidly-growing
space, and a bunch of platforms with different
infrastructures have emerged to meet the need for the

Mining Software
Offline Storage

ATM Hardware

Exchange

Technology
Blockchain API

Mining Hardware
Institutional
Exchanges

White
Lable

Custody

White label

Security

Open Source

Analytics

Open Source

exchanges meaning different price discovery markets,
there is often price discrepancies across exchanges. For

Recipient

Futures Trading
Vaults

Because the same crypto tokens are traded on different

exchange of digital currencies.

opportunity is created. In this case, a crypto trader
would purchase Litecoin with USDT on Bittrex,
transfer it to GDAX and then sell it for USD to earn a
profit. Because cryptocurrencies can be transferred
around the globe cheaply and quickly (except Bitcoin),

Calculating the number of crypto exchanges is a
not an easy task. To date, there are more than 500
cryptocurrency exchanges that support active trading
and that number is growing with every passing week.

profitable arbitrage is possible and exchange prices
quickly even out.
From a technical perspective, very few exchanges offer
lending, margin trading and short selling features.

Over 2000 cryptocurrencies are in circulation, with a
combined market cap of over $219 billion.

A large concern in the crypto market was the lack of
shorting capability, leading to a one-sided long hold
or sell mentality. Now that Bitcoin futures have been

The combined 24-hour trade volume of the top 10
exchange platforms is more than $6.5 billion (almost
40% of total).

launched on CBOE and CME, there is an opportunity
for more institutional investors to short the Bitcoin
market in a regulated way, which should improve
volatility and price stability over time.
CBOE launch price (2017.12.12) = $18,550
CBOE Price (2018.09.30) = $6,610 (-64%)
CME launch price (2017.12.17) = $19,595
CME Price (2018.09.30) = $6,615 (-66%)
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Main features of large custodial platforms:
Centralized exchanges that ask users to perform mandatory
tasks to sign up and verify their identity
Fees can be expensive because the platform takes a
percentage of the initial investment
High level of trust in the centralized exchange platform
(holds the private keys to the tokens and the funds behind subject to hacking)

Main features of decentralized platforms:
Open-source, permissionless on-chain platform for trades to
take place so that there is no need to trust a third party with
your private keys
Trading is completed utilizing smart contracts on the
Ethereum network instead of being done on a centralized
platform (not the only platform supporting decentralized
exchange)

Main features of non-custodial platforms:
No account is required to trade, so this model is perfect
for individuals who simply want to trade quickly. It is also
good for people who do not want to rely on an exchange or

Volume of transactions per day from different types of exchange platforms (Coinmarketcap):

doubt to entrust an exchange with personal information.
The environment offers a higher degree of anonymity and

Volume ($/24h)

security.
A non-custodial exchange does not hold your money as

1000m

a custodial one does and the transaction is carried out
instantly on your behalf. Shortly after the trade, the crypto is
automatically deposited back into your possession.

500m
Recent market entry of
traditional exchanges
in ETF and futures

50m

The new form of exchange:
a mix between decentralized
and non-custodial

5m

Time
From

Custodial exchanges

To

Decentralised exchanges
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To

Non-custodial exchanges
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Latest development
A game changer in the crypto space is the new venture of ICE

Pros:
1

Company

means that you do not need to build anything from scratch.

2018 and will offer a federally regulated market for Bitcoin

Boasting all standard functionalities for cryptocurrency and fiat currency trading, as well as several unique

environment.

2

to fund Terra, a new initiative to get consumers to adopt
digital money by using a so-called “stable coin.” This project

Description
Crypto Next’s white label digital payments platform is a software solution for digital currency exchange.

You just need to deploy, install and configure it in a new

backed by the Intercontinental Exchange’s (ICE) financial

Crypto giant Binance is partnering with other exchanges

Rapid deployment. In such systems, the same core, backend
and databases are used from one customer to another, which

called Bakkt. The project is expected to launch in November

market infrastructure and technology.

Sample of white label companies

features, the Crypto Next platform adopts a simple, intuitive user interface.

The core works reliably. Depending on how many times the
product has already been sold – each customer has already

SHIFT provides solutions to launch FX and crypto exchanges, featuring proprietary trading technology,

tested it, which means that you get a stable set of functions

proven legal and compliance solutions, aggregated liquidity and 24-hour support.

and feature.

is taking place in Asia where the use of cryptocurrencies for

The BlockEx brokerage software provides a complete package to companies willing to build a digital asset

The architecture of a Bitcoin Exchange Software

e-commerce similar to WeChat is already on the go.

trading platform for investors. Payment rails, liquidity, three different skins, social and leverage trading and

Trade Engine

THE CRYPTO EXCHANGE WHITE

Wallet
a. Hot Wallet

LABELLING TREND

full back office.

The average cost of the

User Interface (UI)

b. Cold Storage Wallet

platform with a white

Ibinex is a B2B white label crypto exchange that supports corporate branding and identity, while supporting

label is $25,000 if you

back-end operations. Their solution includes KYC/Onboarding, Fiat to Crypto Processing, Custodianship, a

choose Merehead

fully EU regulated environment and other features.

Admin Panel

As the awareness for crypto potential grows, so does

Merehead Outsourcing is a company that provides professional services to businesses through its custom
software, developing high-load systems and providing robust solutions for blockchain exchanges.

the need for easy yet reliable exchange platforms.
Extra features

However, companies are often faced with restrictions

Trade Engine

on building a successful platform when it comes to
investing in a good technical team to develop the

Exchange
software

complex product, overlooking the growth of the
platform, or allocating their money on growth often at

Admin panel

the expense of technical quality.
It is with these issues in mind that several companies

Wallet

User Interface (UI)

came up with a solution that grants companies a solid
technical product with high speed of operation and a
reliable and easy-to-use interface.

Cons:
1

In this context, improved crypto custody services might

Large U.S. banks are also considering filling the

therefore be the missing piece in the infrastructure of

custody gap. Goldman Sachs and JP Morgan are on the

blockchain to unleash its full potential.

verge of providing a crypto custody service via a safe
depository box, which means these banks would hold

Recently, many actors with different backgrounds have

the securities on behalf of the crypto funds. Similarly,

seized the opportunity. Crypto trading companies like

running the entire securities and payments value chain

Coinbase recently opened their custody service taking

for Switzerland, SIX is creating a digital ecosystem that

advantage of their strong presence on the market and

will provide all steps of the chain in an integrated and

providing storage for many ERC20 tokens and other

secure model.

crypto assets.

Companies rarely provide a unique design for the client. It is

White label cryptocurrency software is usually called

Alternative players are also setting up pure crypto

therefore easy to recognize such platforms. Outwardly, they

a license, or a ready-made platform that the supplier

are quite similar.

custody service built from the ground to provide

(company) offers. As a general rule, in such systems,

2

solutions for institutional investors.

Lack of support. White label cryptocurrency platforms

the core, backend, and database are copied from one

are offered, as a rule, by software vendors. They are not

client to another.

interested in support; their main task is to sell products. For
them, it is inefficient to use the team’s resources to support
the system and, even more so, the introduction of new
functionalities in the future. It makes sense to find a reliable
company.
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Crypto custody providers to watch in 2019:
Role

Company

Description
Legolas Exchange is building its own crypto custody infrastructure to give users a high level of safety and
accessibility to their crypto holdings. Legolas has designed a multi-signature wallet where the exchange
and the client will both hold one key, and where the third one will be stored on a hardware security module
(HSM), also called cold wallets, in a bank vault.

Exchange
Platforms

Bankex Custody is the analog to safety-deposit boxes with no minimum initial deposit. Bankex accepts
four types of cryptocurrency for storage: BTC (Bitcoin), BCH (Bitcoin Cash), ETH (Ethereum) and LTE
(Litecoin). The service expects to accept BKX, the utility token for the BANKEX ecosystem, for both
payment and storage in the near future.
In partnership with ETC, a SEC-registered broker-dealer and FINRA member, Coinbase Custody offers
a service that combines Coinbase’s crypto asset security with broker-dealer financial reporting expertise
(segregated cold storage, insurance, dedicated coverage, financial and security controls, SLAs on fund
transfers).

Ongoing innovation
Hot Topics for FS by
sub-sectors

BitGo Custody offers cold storage and custody services including KYC/AML, transaction processing, and
reporting from market players in institutional-grade cryptocurrency security.

Dedicated
Custodians

Hex Capital offers flexible, highly secure and confidential custody and key storage solutions for holders
of cryptocurrency assets such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, Altcoins and ERC-20 smart contracts. Depending on
the level of requirements, Hex Capital provides flexibility for different levels of availability and security
through their Frozen, Cold and ZeroKey Wallets.
With its proprietary technology, DACC is able to custody a wide range of cryptocurrencies, rapidly and
securely egress digital assets out of air-gapped cold storage, and provide clients with 24/7 physical and
digital security to safeguard their assets. Custody digital assets on behalf of institutional clients.
Scope of crypto custody services not yet unveiled (Source: Bloomberg, June 2018)

Large
Incumbents

p.44 AI: Put the Human Being Back at the Heart of Banking
p.49 Chatbot, the Missing link for Open Banking
p.55 The Insurance Conundrum for Autonomous Cars
p.63 Cat Bonds & Machine Learning: the Hurricane Case
p.69 Proptech: Innovation in Real Estate Finance
p.73 Juicing the Business Value of Data

Scope of crypto custody services not yet unveiled (Source: Bloomberg, August 2018)
SIX stock exchange in Switzerland is building a fully integrated trading, settlement and custody
infrastructure for digital services.

B2B
Custodian
Provider

SILO is a cryptocurrency custody platform designed specifically for banks and other financial institutions.
Strict multi-signature rules remove any single point of trust, protecting against the destruction, loss or theft
of keys, catastrophic events and geopolitical risk.

FINAL WORDS
The challenge that remains for all these different cus-

Creating partnerships similar to what Legolas Ex-

todians is their ability to attract institutional investors

change is doing with traditional brokers can solve the

as they have the potential for massive asset capital allo-

fiat custody issue as they give users the ability to have

cation. However, institutions are still reluctant to enter

accounts at established fiat custodians in which they

the crypto ecosystem as they require to work with trust-

will be able to deposit fiat currency.

ed third parties and do not want to undertake potential
legal risks. A B2B model like Silo can considerably accelerate the process as it allows banks to provide clients
with the highest grade of protection and compliance
for their assets.
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Cost reduction and
improved compliance

AI: Put the Human
Being Back at the
Heart of Banking

Improved advisor
efficiency by focusing
on high value-added
tasks

Digital document
management

Automation of
operations for better
productivity and
efficiency

Reduced
response time

Digital controls on the
relevance of specific
products and customers

Revenues
Costs

Optimization of the
acquisition of new
customers

Better service
for independent
customers

Interactive customer
education

Improved risk
management and
compliance with digital
tools

Direct access from
the customer to the
experts thanks to
digital

Automatic alerts on
portfolio changes and risk
management tools
Real-time monitoring and
automatic reporting for
portfolio follow-up

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE, FOR IMPROVED PRIVATE BANKS

“Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a set
of techniques that allow machines
to perform tasks and solve
problems normally reserved for
humans and certain animals”
Yann LeCun, Facebook Director AI
Research

Customer knowledge: transforming
cost into opportunity gain for data?

Private banking must adapt to changes in customer

Today, driven by their customers and the competition

behaviour by reviewing the content of offers, while

from new players, private banks no longer have a

ensuring that they are still in line with new and coming

choice. They are facing several major changes, among

Private banks naturally collect a large amount of data

regulatory requirements.

them the digitalization of all or part of their service
offers, the multiple regulatory challenges and the

on their customers, mainly for KYC purposes. The
use of this data is unfortunately partial because of the

On the retail banking side, this change has been

volume of information and its fragmentation in the

understood and is already underway, with the

IT systems. Without any change, the marginal cost

majority of banking services available through digital

To meet these challenges, private banks have started to

of having a full exploitation of these data is humanly

channels. Traditional retail banks are continuing their

transform their operational models and to propose the

too high. Another element is that the data are both

transformation by introducing new services, trying to

first steps in the digitalization of their client journey.

structured (e.g. customer identity) and unstructured

reinvent the banking model like the neo-banks.

redefinition of their business model.

The sector must now revisit its value proposition and

(e.g. meeting information). Being able to organize and
analyze these data with some AI solutions will allow

For private banks, this takes longer. Many private

rethink its offer with a new customer promise: a promise

to cluster customers through patterns and identify

bankers think that people are the foundation of

that is more adapted to customer expectations and

weak signals (e.g. risks of attrition) and business

customer relations and do not believe in or trust the

that delivers quality service and speed of execution, in

opportunities.

contribution of technology.

addition to performance.
For this mutation, even if it is not yet widespread, the

“A person who never made a

However, this contribution is valuable for all those who

use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) will be decisive. The

have embarked on this path, both for customers and

potential of AI is enormous.

bankers.

mistake never tried anything new.”
Albert Einstein
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Player

Sector

Description

Project Example

Big Data

NetGuardians developed an augmented intelligence
solution made for banks to proactively prevent fraud.
It empowers its clients by providing machine learning
technology.

Reduce up to 83% of false positive, 93% of the time spent
and detect 100% of the fraud by identifying relevant
information from all systems inside the bank.

Sentimental
Analysis

SESAMm build analytics and investment based on a
technology that analyses sentiments and feelings for
financial assets.

A US hedge fund is already investing 10 million USD
based on indicators provided by SESAMm and its market
mood technology.

Client
Satisfaction

Owi automates the understanding of natural language,
i.e. the way customers and prospects normally express
themselves.

Faced with a continuous increase in incoming emails,
Natixis Insurance has automated its processing and
routing with the OWI.Mail solution from OWI and its selflearning capabilities.

KYC Watch
& Research
News

Factiva is a tool that can be used to consult contents
from licensed and free sources, and provides
organizations with research, alerting, dissemination,
and other information management capabilities.

Identify all the news that concern the stocks of bank’s
clients.
Screen the internet to identify KYC negative hits.

Business
Intelligence

Yseop automates report writing by transforming data
into simple and usable language. It uses CRM data to
provide sales teams with information and guidance.

Screen clients’ bank account to propose them products in
line with their current situation. This technology is used
by 500 global leading companies, from NYC to Singapore.

RoboAdvisor

Trizic automates the full advisor workflow from risk
tolerance to portfolio construction, from onboarding to
reporting and billing.

Trizic was recognized as the Company of the Year by the
newspaper CIOReview in 2018, thanks to its platform’s
ability to help banks and credit unions to be more costeffective.

Technology

Processes

OWI
Automate
Solution
(analysis of
customer
voice)

OWI automates the analysis of the “customer’s voice”,
as well as the customers’ feelings.
OWI is able to identify the themes, representative topics,
motives and interests stated, and to accurately measure your
clients’ assessments (feelings expressed).

The fields of application are multiple: customer

Furthermore, it also improves operational efficiency.

segmentation, product (re)targeting, wealth and asset

By automating tasks and processes, AI or smart

management delivery channels, compliance process

automation can bring more efficiency and increase

improvement (KYC, AML, etc.). AI allows to rethink the

release time to better serve customers on more added

entire customer approach, from the value proposition

value services.

to how it is delivered to the customers, and to what
kind of experience the bank wants to provide.

The AI also provides strategic and decisive information
to your client knowledge or to make the right decisions

AI enables the transformation of the relational

Compliance
Monitoring

Identification of OWI solution by analogy to OCR

OCR
(Optical
Character
Recognition)

1.
Image
pre-analysis

2.
Online and
character
segmentation

3.
Character
recognition

4.
Post-processing
(linguistic and
contextual
method to
deduce the
number of
errors)

5.
Generation
of the output
format

Commercial
Push

A major European bank has deployed an investment

THE FIRST INITIATIVES ARE

advisory service using data analysis and Natural Language

VALUE CARRIERS AND ALREADY
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE, SOLUTIONS ACROSS THE ENTIRE VALUE CHAIN

Implication

Generation (NLG) technologies to offer tailor-made advice to

CONFIRM THESE CONVICTIONS

its clients.
Another European private bank has deployed market

The first full-scale tests have been initiated. New
banking players have made it a major asset in their
conquest strategy and some traditional institutions
have already launched successful initiatives. Private
banks rely on fintech to go faster and do better.

sentiment for its managers and advisors, which makes it
possible to visualize “feelings” and “emotions” towards
financial assets.
Another global private bank has launched an initiative to
detect suspicions of non-compliance on both customer
knowledge and completed or upcoming transactions. AI

The partnership in innovative projects (capital-

detects “non-compliant” sentences heard on telephone
lines, read from emails, and identifies breaches or potential

intensive or not) combined with the agility and

compliance breaches.

faster learning loops of start-ups will allow to quickly

An Asian bank uses AI to suggest to the banker services to

validate the assumptions of value related to AI and its

offer to the customer based on his profile defined by KYC

application to private banking

data, the analysis of his accounts and the activity of his peers

model to a digital human relationship, where human

Thus, contribution from AI not only affects front

interactions only take place at key moments and digital

offices, but all the business lines. It reduces the

solutions come in for other customer needs.

marginal cost of delivering private banking services,

Another bank uses AI for client onboarding, including KYC

enables economies of scale, and broadens the scope of

treatments with a bot working as a personal assistant and

addressable customers.

accompanying the client in the administrative procedures.
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on social networks.
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Chatbot, the
Missing Link for
Open Banking

CHATBOT, THE MISSING LINK FOR
OPEN BANKING?
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE, A REAL OPPORTUNITY TO PUT THE HUMAN
BEING BACK AT THE HEART OF BANKING RELATIONSHIPS AND RESTORE

Open banking is likely to usher in an entirely new

and transform data sharing into an opportunity for

financial services ecosystem, in which banks’ roles

innovative products and business models.

will shift markedly. The new rules, mandated by the

VALUE

Competition and Markets Authority, aim to foster

The main cost of private banking remains the human!

However, introducing AI into private banking will not

Delivering an exclusive private banking service remains

happen without a global approach and an ambition or

expensive in the absolute. The gradual digitisation of

vision of tomorrow’s private banking of the experience

services is ineluctable in order to drastically minimise

we want to bring to customers and employees.

competitive markets and encourage innovation by
providing easier access to clients’ data for everyone,
including competitors.

The major challenge for private banks is to make the

equation. Indeed, the banks can address a broader

value it creates visible to its customers at any point in

customer base by industrializing added value. This time

the customer’s life, at any point in his journey. This

saving gives us access to a constant scope of freedom to

value can be multiplied by the contribution of an AI,

either conquer new customers or strengthen the value

relay of the private bankers.

At the heart of this collaborative model lies application
programming interfaces (APIs) where data is shared
between two or more unaffiliated parties. Application
developers can access this abundant resource and
integrate the data into their own products and services.
Open banking is set to generate a tremendous

proposition reserved for Key Clients in private banking

quantity of data flows, which only sophisticated

It is time to put people back at the heart of the private

digital solutions like artificial intelligence can process.

banking experience by relying on AI.

The latest generation of chatbots goes hand in hand
with the API intelligent conduit and is the ultimate

It is time to get up to date and integrate tomorrow’s

solution for incumbent banks to counter new players,

technologies.

1
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By 2020, over 50% of medium to large enterprises will offer
chatbot functionalities.
25% of customer service operations will use virtual customer

the marginal cost of delivering added value while
limiting risks. With the AI, it’s an almost Win Win

Below are some figures showing what is at stake1:

According to industry experts
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assistants by 2020.
Chatbots will help save an estimated $11.5 billion per year by
2023.

CHATBOTS TODAY:

Erica

Amy

Sobot

Djingo

STATE OF THE ART
Reasons for using chatbots

Balance info / history / ATM
Credit/mortgage info

Both consumers and executives have reasons to use

Credit card (un)lock

chatbots:

Day-to-day

KYC docs required

For companies, it mainly revolves around cost savings,
and the possibility to leverage on knowledge management
and internal capabilities to make the chatbot useful even
internally (i.e. labour efficiency, employee experience).

Opening account / credit

Client oriented

Bills payment
Education (advice, videos…)

Given the new nature of customers—the “anytime, anywhere,
on any device” paradigm—a chatbot functionality clearly

Savings
& Wealth
Management

makes sense as it can be accessed 24/7 and is quite easy to use.

For companies

For customers

Cost Savings

Ease of use

Knowledge
Management

Cross canalty

Labour efficiency

24/7 digital
support

Financial advice

Employee
experience

Speed an
accuracy

Chatbot fields of application in the
retail banking value chain

Spending categorization
Personalized recommendations
Investments recommendations

Interaction

Technical

Voice conversation
Social media / Emojis

For employee experience: chatbots are still limited in terms of functionalities for helping business
or handling HR aspects.

Handle basic IT requests
Day-to-day
Internal
team oriented

able to handle basic operations but are still limited in

Interaction

Grant access to systems
Teamwork (message, meeting)

ComplexWork

Internal life

For client experience: several fast-learning chatbots are
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Products/Services info

Coin

Data analytics
on customer
relationships

terms of customization.

Simple transactions / P2P

Technical

Complex contracts analysis
Commercial assistance
HR aspects
Voice conversation
Linked to internal chat
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Amelia

Yoda

We must bear in mind that chatbots still have deficien-

From a technological perspective: leverage on ad-

A brand that positions itself as a conversation partner

It takes more time to develop a chatbot from scratch

cies and require more technical and organizational

vanced cognitive functions and AI

by offering chatbots is more approachable and attrac-

than it does to build a chatbot with self-service plat-

tive to digital native consumers. Once your bot is more

forms, but the difference in business models of com-

attractive, useful and fun for clients, users will keep

peting bot platforms can be confusing.

progress.
Five evolutions can be forecasted:

talking to you.

Chatbots seem to show some limitations:
Voice bot, to develop a customized experience, thanks
Limitations in terms of syntactic capabilities and

to advanced speech and natural language processing

understanding specific sets of questions

capabilities

Inability to handle multiple questions at the same time

Facial recognition to enable zero-click transactions using
chatbots

The ability to make conversations last and to capitalize on

Using chatbots and virtual reality to illustrate the impact of

past conversations

long-term savings

Requirements in terms of technical capabilities to monitor

Using chatbots to provide a real-time status update on cross-

and improve the chatbot (esp. NLP and cognitive engine)

WHAT’S NEXT: FINDING YOUR

From Six Actions to One Request: How a Chatbot
Can Save You Time and Effort

OWN WAY IN DESIGNING AND

John is trying to access files that are stored in Box Sync, a produc-

IMPLEMENTING A CHATBOT

tivity tool that enables users to mirror data stored on Box to their
desktop. To do this, John foloows a six-step process. By using a chat-

The implementation of a chatbot requires a subtle bal-

bot, however, he only makes a single verbal request (assuming the

ance between cost control and client experience. It is

chatbot supports his language).

closely tied to the company’s ability to improve its AI

border blockchain transactions
Using IoT devices integrated with chatbot technology to

DESIGNING YOUR CHATBOT

converse with clients through voice

STRATEGY: THREE IMPERATIVE
QUESTIONS TO ASK
What is the chatbot’s impact on my
client’s experience?

capabilities, as materialized by the different generaLog in to Box
Launch
Word

What are the impacts and benefits for
both my organization and brand value?
Bots will be able to help employees manage low value-added tasks and gain access to real-time informa-

From a business perspective: build an augmented advi-

tion. This is the challenge to move to an augmented

sory model integrated in existing client journeys

advisor model.

Start

Try to
remember the
filename for
Project C

Open file dialogue box

Chatbots are time-saving and easy to interact with, as

fully integrated into client journeys. The challenge is to

they use natural language processing. They also reduce

ensure the smoothest client journey from one channel

error rates associated with humans, and ultimately im-

to another, avoiding disruptions, and ensuring a seam-

prove client engagement.

less and frictionless experience.
It is also obvious that the availability of multiple openNot all consumers are ready to entirely abandon hu-

source bot frameworks will lead to a proliferation of

man interactions, and some aren’t sure they trust tech-

ready-to-use chatbots for businesses.

nology. As a business, it doesn’t have to be either/or!
Banks will have to succeed in finely modelling expectCustomization will be another key factor. Based on

ed time savings to ensure a better reallocation towards

new data capabilities and a robo-advisory approach,

commercial effort and higher value-added services.

1st Generation: based on simple written rules, with specific
and predetermined answers being given to clients.
2nd Generation: based on supervised machine learning

Find my files on
Box for Project C
and open them
in Word

(data feeding to the chatbot, with continued training and
learning). However, this model needs a lot of labelled data
for the chatbot to learn how to better respond to clients.

Identify and open files

3rd Generation: based on adaptive, unsupervised learning.
The AI chatbot can learn from unlabelled data. This

Begin work
Repeat previous three steps

Bots will only be perceived as an added value if they are

tions of chatbots:

Start

generation generally combines the benefits of previous
generations. It can use rules and labelled data, and has the

Begin work

ability to learn from unlabelled data to handle more complex
conversations.

Source: gartner.com/SmarterWithGartner

Chatbots

What are the cost implications?

Generation 1
- Rule based

Costs will vary depending on the chosen chatbot:

Generation 2
- Rule based
+ Supervised Machine Learning

1. Design complexity of the bot
2. Chatbot’s AI capabilities
3. Technical integrations

Generation 3

4. How chatbot is built

- Rule based
+ Supervised Machine Learning
+ Unsupervised Machine Learning

5. Who builds the bot/market conditions

we can imagine that bots and/or advisors will improve
their productivity and ability to make customized and

Bots can operate like personal assistants or friends, be-

6. Project management overheads

tailored proposals to clients.

coming essential companions in the user’s day—and

7. Infrastructure costs

when they perform that role well, clients will respond.

8. Chatbot launch/post-launch support

Within each generation, there are incremental
improvements of chatbot technologies
Source: www.rul.ai
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Main steps for designing a chatbot:

Before engaging in the project, we recommend a quick

The definition of the bot’s mission statement: it is a question

study to:

of clarifying what will be useful for the end user (client or

Identify technical dependencies and IT prerequisites

employee) and what services it will provide.

Benchmark existing solutions

The establishment of all fields of application that can be

Estimate costs and timeline for a proof of concept

requested: this step aims at predicting all possible bot-user

Determine potential legal and ethical barriers to the use of

interactions. Therefore, all potential bot answers should be

chatbots regarding confidentiality policies

considered.

Consider that in France, for example, an estimated set-up

The IT strategy (Greenfield / Partnership – FV / Acquisition)

cost for a minimum viable product (MVP) is €50K

regarding technological stacks required to bring the chatbot

The Insurance
Conundrum for
Autonomous Cars

to life.
Hosting the bot into a dedicated server.

FINAL WORDS

Implementing underlying analytics.

At Chappuis Halder, we consider that the next chatbot

One bot = several layers
Channels

NLP

Logic

Hosting

Analytics

wave, and all the hype around it, for both clients and
financial services companies, will be largely tied to the
banks’ ability to simultaneously invest in AI (machine
learning) and data (storage and governance) capabilities.

The arrival of autonomous cars

Banks must prioritize their strategic and business

brings a plethora of new risks and

challenges to define the right balance between client

players into the value-chain that

expectations and the expected ROI. The possibilities
are countless, and there’s an open highway for the chat-

insurers now need consider when

bots’ rising.

designing products for the future.

Recent technological developments are paving the way for new uses in mobility, including
cars. The arrival of the autonomous car on the
individual vehicle market will have major impacts on insurance, and insurers will have to
consider not only aspects such as loss experience, expertise, pricing, product development,
but also trickier issues such as civil liability in
the event of an accident.
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Favorable context for the development of autonomous cars
The autonomous vehicle is part of a technological

Numerous manufacturers, advanced-technology

and cultural tipping point, which brings new

firms and start-ups are competing to be the first

possibilities for both customers/users and car

market entrant for level 4 and level 5 vehicles:

manufacturers:
Development of artificial intelligence: Autonomous cars are
based on an intelligent robot (software) able to understand

Audi marketed its new A8 in December 2017. This level 3

and identify its environment (other vehicles, pedestrians,

vehicle allows semi-autonomous driving (autonomous starting,

etc.) thanks, in particular, to deep learning techniques and

acceleration and braking, especially in traffic jams).

cutting-edge sensors, which have been booming since 2012.

TOWARDS A MASSIVE SPREAD OF THE AUTONOMOUS CAR

New modes of travel: The individual car fleet has been
decreasing in favour of professional and/or shared fleets.

What is an autonomous car?
An autonomous car is a vehicle capable of driving
on an open road without human intervention. It
encompasses the following innovations:

A large number of autonomous cars will use (eco-)energy

This shift is part of new uses in mobility and a change

innovations that meet regulatory requirements, including

in users’ mindset given the use of new services, such as

Tesla began marketing its vehicles in which an autopilot (level 3)

electric or hybrid cars and, more recently, hydrogen cars.

BlablaCar and Uber.

can be activated on the highway.

By 2030, it is expected that approximately one third of the

Emergence of the connected car: More and more vehicles

new autonomous vehicles will be shared, such as buses,

are connected via fixed or unfixed devices. Connected

taxis or shared passenger cars, underlining the new uses in

practices are becoming more frequent, as shown by the

mobility (Uber, Txfy, etc.).

boom surrounding the Internet of Things. This trend will

Uber is developing level 5 cars, probably with the intent of

facilitate the adoption of the autonomous car—which is itself

replacing its current driven fleet. The trials were suspended in

a connected vehicle—by users.

March 2018 following a fatal accident with a pedestrian in Arizona.

It is a “connected vehicle” thanks to onboard electronics and
a set of sensors that send and receive signals picked up from

Autonomous vehicles use complex technologies,

the vehicle’s surrounding environment. By 2025, 100% of

some of which are still in development. The

vehicles sold should be “connected”, and by around 2040,
100% of the car fleet is expected to be connected.

consensus identified five levels of autonomy for
these cars (see figure below).

Five Levels of Autonomy for Autonomous Vehicles
Definition and Examples

Feasibility

Level 1
Unassisted vehicle

The driver has full control at all times of the main
functions of the vehicle (engine, accelerator, steering,
brakes)

Adopted in 2018

Level 2
Assisted vehicle

Automation of certain vehicle functions (ABS system),
or even combined functions (speed control, assisted
parking)

Adopted in 2018

Level 3
Semi-autonomous vehicle

The driver can transfer the control of the vehicle to the
automated system for defined tasks (parking, motorway
traffic, traffic jams, etc.), but is able to regain control if
necessary

Adopted in 2018

Level 4
Autonomous vehicle
with driver

The driver simply gives a destination or instructions for
navigation but can still intervene

2021

Level 5
Autonomous vehicle

Automobile capable of driving on an open road(1) without the intervention of a driver

2030

Level of Autonomy

Source(s): specialized press
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In partnership with Chrysler, Waymo (formerly Google Car) is

However, some obstacles must still be
removed to allow for a wider spread of
the autonomous vehicle!

offering a level 5 hybrid car and is preparing to launch its first

BUSINESS CASE: AUTONOMOUS CAR PROJECTIONS IN THE FRENCH
MOTOR MARKET
Assuming that (i) between 2014 and 2017, the French

approximately 20 years. Based on these trends and

car fleet’s growth was low (0.37% on average), and

data on the car fleet between 1982 and 2017 (which

that (ii) it takes an average of 16 years for an entire car

constitutes the vast majority of the fleet and responds

fleet to be renewed (6% of the car fleet is composed

to relatively uniform regulations), projections have

adapting (see figure below).

of new vehicles), the autonomous car technology

been made:

Baidu has funded the Apollo open-source platform for 1.3 billion

From an ethical standpoint, software manufacturers will have

is expected to replace the current technology in

euros, to finance about one hundred autonomous car projects

to program the vehicle for when it faces a dilemma, such as

around the world. Collaborators include Bosch, Mercedes, Ford

deciding to spare the “driver” or the pedestrian in case of an

We expect a significant trend to begin in around 2030, with more than 50% of the car park composed of level

and Toyota.

inevitable accident. Deciding on who is responsible from a

4 or 5 vehicles, and more than 80% in the 2040 horizon

fleet of autonomous cars linked to a taxi service in Phoenix,

Under current European regulation, introduced with the 1968

Arizona.

Vienna Convention, driverless vehicles are prohibited. It must
therefore evolve to allow the experimentation and marketing
of autonomous cars, as laws around the globe are currently

legal point in the event of an accident will be essential: the

Level 3
adoption

car manufacturer? The person in the vehicle? The component
manufacturer? The software company? In essence, the question
NuTonomy launched, in August 2016, the first service of

of liability remains central to the development of autonomous

autonomous taxis on public roads, which are accessible to

cars.

individuals in Singapore. It also received permission from Boston

Technology needs to be improved, including the ability of the

City Hall to conduct tests throughout the city (June 2018).

vehicle to respond to unexpected situations (such as when a

Level 4 expected
adoption

Level 5 expected
adoption

32

Share of the
different
levels of
autonomy

Level 5

29

50%

Level 4

24

pedestrian crosses suddenly outside of a crosswalk) at high
speed. Financially, developing autonomous cars requires major

Level 3

19

investments, especially since components and repair costs are
still very high.

Nuro a U.S. start-up, has launched its first independent delivery

Level 1 et 2

14

service tests. It has developed the R1, a robot-like shuttle. The

30%
9

vehicles are designed not to require humans on board; however,
at the beginning there will be supervisors behind the wheel to

3%
17%

4

ensure safe deliveries and to see how clients react to this new

2017

delivery method.

2020

2022

2026

2031

2040

Our scenario shows a predominance of level 4 and

Since 2002, there has been a decline in road

pony.ai is one of the first companies to have secured a permit

5 cars as of 2030 and a gradual replacement of level

mortality in France. At the same time, the number

from the Chinese government to test autonomous vehicles in

1 and 2 vehicles, with level 3 vehicles essentially

of infringements reached record highs, with 90%

Beijing. The Californian start-up has already conducted tests

ensuring the “transition”. By 2040, a double effect will

of road accidents resulting from human behaviour,

with an autonomous car fleet that has given thousands of rides.

take place: (i) the car fleet is expected to experience

51% of fatal accidents involving a private vehicle

a moderate decline (about 1 million less) and (ii) the

and 18% involving motorcycles. Ultimately, the

autonomous cars will gradually take the road and

insurance risk becomes mainly human-related.

replace the current car fleet. In 2040, it is estimated

ISFM (Intelligent Systems For Mobility) is the creator of Milla,
a French intelligent and electric shuttle that can carry up to
six people. There will be no driver and speed will be limited to
50 km/h.
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that the fleet will be composed of approximately

By eliminating human-related risk, the autonomous

20% of non-autonomous or semi-autonomous

car substantially reduces the loss experience.

cars (levels 1 to 3), about 30% of level 4 vehicles

Indeed, claims related to excessive speed, alcohol,

and about 50% of level 5 vehicles, a situation that

non-compliance with regulations are expected to

obviously raises insurance questions.

disappear (see figure below).
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Projections show that the loss experience will decrease by about 80% by 2040, profoundly reshaping the auto
insurance segment. While the claim frequency will decrease, claim costs will increase due to the significant

New insurance products for new car types and uses?

value of autonomous car components (radars, LiDARs, sensors, onboard electronics, etc.). In addition, the

The autonomous vehicle value chain is complex

cost of claim expertise will skyrocket due to the fact that a whole ecosystem will arise from those technological

and involves many players (see figure below) who

developments (a LiDAR system currently costs tens of thousands of dollars).

obviously will need insurance.

Causes of Death Claims in France (2016,%)
Speed

Other cause

9%

Unknown cause

9%

Speed limit
Decrease in the number of disasters

11%

Narcotics

Priority

Highly positive impact – Less disasters
Alcohol

8%

Inattention
Incorrect overtaking

4%

Discomfort

4%

Drowsiness / tireness

A new set of insurance products will accompany the spread of autonomous cars at the different levels of the value
chain:

3%

Misinterpretation / Lane change

2%

Obstacles
Driving style

Traffic

No impact on loss ratio

13%

Priority

Impact L5

the Loss Ratio

19%

Alcohol

Impact L4

Inflicted
injuries

Expected Impact of the Autonomous Car Level on
31%

Impact L3

2%
Physical disability

Human-caused accidents

Note: The sum of all percentages is greater than 100% because of the presence of three causes for each fatal disaster.

As a consequence of this new automotive industry value chain, by 2030 insurers will have to shift from B2C to
B2B relationships, and the winner will be the one who masters the usage of data to accurately price the fleet’s
insurance coverage.

Vehicle insurance: ensuring the very expensive electronic

Cyber risk insurance: cybersecurity has become a major issue

components and software that make up the autonomous

with the development of onboard electronics in autonomous

vehicle and are essential for its proper functioning. This will

cars. Computer hacks such as mouse jacking (unlocking a

undoubtedly be accompanied by increased theft-related

car with a remote interference jammer without breaking

safeguards, including data theft

in), hacking, or ransomwaring will be possible and should

Third-party liability insurance for the driver, the car

be subject to special attention (and protection). A cyber risk
insurance for autonomous vehicles could include assistance,

manufacturer, or the software company, according to the
regulations that will apply for level 4 and 5 vehicles

vehicle upgrades, data recovery, etc.

Mobility insurance for temporary users of autonomous

Insurers will have to develop products adapted to the
sharing economy: within 25 years, collaborative transport

vehicles: the insurer no longer insures a vehicle, but a user

Auto manufacturers

Software manufacturers

will prevail over vehicle ownership. In France, around 1/3

in all modes of transport (car, pedestrian, etc.) (on-demand

of the population already practice “collaborative mobility”

insurance)

and it is estimated that 7% of the distance travelled is in

Construction of technological components

Construction of automotive components
by subcontractors
Transportation of components to the assembly plant

a shared vehicle (out of the total journeys made today in

Component assembly

France). Companies in the car sharing field generally operate

Software development

with B2C or P2P (Peer-to-Peer) models; B2B models, less

Auto manufacturer software overlay

known to the general public, are also becoming increasingly
popular with companies, which now consider car sharing as a
relevant alternative to their often expensive fleet.

Assembly of all components in plants

Retailers
+ fleets owners

Customers
Professional clients

Private clients
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Toward a shift in insurability?

FINAL WORD

Insurance companies will have to anticipate

The rapid growth of autonomous vehicles will, in

the insurance paradigm shift in auto insurance:

less than 10 years, lead to a major shift, not only

autonomous cars will be accessible to a larger

in driving habits and patterns, but also in vehicle

population and new risks will emerge. Risk profiles

ownership. We believe that most fully autonomous

will be radically different: drivers with a malus,

vehicles will not be owned by individuals, but by

who pay an increased premium, will no longer

auto manufacturers, such as General Motors, by

drive. They will have the same premium as all other

technology companies, such as Google and Apple,

autonomous car users. Levels 1 to 3 car drivers will

and by other service providers, such as ride-sharing

have a higher risk profile than users of level 4 or 5

services.

Cat Bonds and
Machine Learning: the
Hurricane Case

vehicles, as the latter will become the standard.
Given the “connected” nature of autonomous cars,
Focus on non-standard auto insurance

insurers will have at their disposal a large amount of
data. In this context, new opportunities will arise to

In France, the “non-standard” auto insurance

improve the management of the insured mass: fraud

segment (cancelled, without antecedents, special

detection, privileged access to data, and significant

risks, etc.) represents around 8.5% of the car

partnership opportunities (car manufacturers, AI

insurance market (3.5 million contracts, including

companies, GAFA, big data companies, etc.).

CAT BOND PRICE MODELLING IS

aggravated, non-antecedent and special risks), and

This article is a summary of a

about 15.4% in value, i.e. around €3.1 billion.

paper written by the CH&Co.

The very definition of a non-standard risk could

Global Risk Analytics quantitative

be modified and some of the level 1 to 3 vehicles

team. To download the full

could supply this potential market. Thus, it can be

TRADITIONALLY BASED ON STOCHASTIC METHODS
Cat bonds are “high yield” bonds, which are mainly
issued by insurance or reinsurance companies. They
work the same way as classic bonds with a slight

content and for more information,

difference: the payment of coupons and the nominal

(around 1.5 million additional contracts estimated

please go to the dedicated GRA

repayment are conditioned upon the occurrence of

by 2040).

section of the chappuishalder.

expected to double in size in the coming 20 years

a certain type of catastrophe, in a certain area, and
for a determined duration. The nominal repayment

com website.

Insurers will clearly be able to anticipate some of the

can be partial or total. This type of obligation allows
insurance and reinsurance companies to transfer

changes inherent to the autonomous car (connected

the risks associated with these exceptional events to

box, predictive scoring), while anticipating aspects
related

to

customer

segmentation

third parties.

(adequate,

relevant, and customer-focused products), product
development or partnerships with the relevant
partners will become a competitive advantage in
this complex and moving industry.
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Functioning of a cat bond

Swap

Premiums

to a portfolio as a zero-beta asset. The financial

capped at “BB,” which is considered as a speculative

model approach used by rating agencies to assess

security by Standard & Poor’s. Besides, the solvency

the capital needed for insurance companies doesn’t

level of issuers is under-rated since it is the status

consider these advantages. The rating of cat bonds is

(SPV) that is rated and not the entity.

Bonds

Sponsor

SPV
Indemnity when a
catastrophe occurs

Investors
Cash

Coupon

WIND CATASTROPHE MODELLING IN SOUTHEASTERN UNITED STATES
USING MACHINE LEARNING

Investment

30000m
Issued
25000m

Outstanding

20000m

The model used to predict the annual costs of damage

could bridge the gap, the CH&Co. Global Risk

generated by wind catastrophes in southeastern

Analytics quantitative team focused on wind

United States is a non-linear regression based on

catastrophes that occurred in southeastern United

an artificial neural network. The data used in the

States, as a majority of recent cat bonds relate to this

model are economic and demographic ones, such as

geographic area and type of catastrophe.

the size of the population (number of persons that
may own goods to cover) and the house prices (can

2017

15000m

In order to see if machine learning pricing solutions

Issued : $8 150.61m

The selected data originated from the National

be assimilated with part of the amount of covered

Outstanding: $29 027.71m

Climatic Data Center and included only wind

goods).

catastrophe events (storm, hurricane, tornado),
10000m

which lead to more than $1 billion in economic

We used two databases with a principal component

damages.

analysis (PCA) on 20 identified variables calculated

5000m

on an annual basis, explaining the dependent
variable: the annual costs of wind catastrophes in

0m
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southeastern United States.

In order to price cat bonds, investors and reinsurers

Although they use the same stochastic methods and

rely on the work of the three biggest modelling

approaches and base their modelling on the same

agencies, namely RMS, EQE and AIR. Risk

data, these three agencies often get different results.

Management Solution (RMS), founded in 1988

Given this discrepancy, investors and reinsurers will

at Stanford University, helps insurers, financial

often prefer one of these three agencies depending of

markets, companies and administrations to estimate

the type of natural disaster and the area considered.

and manage risks from natural disasters around
the world. Established in 1994, EQECAT is a risk

Although the number of players in the cat bond

modelling company that delivers products and

market keeps growing, many obstacles hinder

services to insurers, reinsurers and financial markets.

its development. First, rating agencies, such as

Lastly, AIR Worldwide Corporation, founded in 1987,

Standard & Poor’s, don’t take into account all of

models the risk of natural disasters and terrorism in

the advantages of cat bonds, including their high

more than 90 countries.

return potential and the diversification they bring
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Learning Base - 6 Variables

1

The chosen machine learning suitable model is

Artificial Neural Network - Mutli Layer Perception

a classification neural network with one hidden

2
1

layer composed of 35 neurons. The neurons have
1
0,5

6

-1

5
1

2

Leading index

3

Real estate index

4

Number of citizens residing in the state

a sigmoid function as activation function and as

X1

tax per citizen living in the state of Florida

3 4
Axis 1

Percentage change of the federal income

transfer function for the output layer as well.
X2

Y

X3

of Florida
5

Federal income tax per citizen living in
the state of Florida

-0,5

6

Inputs
layer

Hidden
layers

Output
layer

Federal income tax

Illustration of a given path of an explanatory variable
-1
Axis 2

1

2
1

1
3
4
0,5

Axis 1

-1

We have defined 15 levels of intensity for the

X1

Forecast Base - 14 Variables

5
7
6
8
9 1

14

-0,5

13

10
11
12

1

Modified Palmer Drought Severity Index

2

Palmer Drought Severity Index

3

Palmer Hydrological Drought Index

4

Palmer Z Index

5

Precipitation index

6

Cooling degree days

7

Minimum temperature

8

Average temperature

9

Maximum temperature

natural catastrophes that constitute our database.

2
3

X2

This intensity is taken for the costs generated by

Y

the catastrophes. Each column corresponds to a
neuron from the output layer associated with a layer

X3

of intensity. The output layer is thus composed of
15 neurons.

X1

Y1

X2

Y2

...

...

10 Land temperature anomalies (northern hemisphere)
11 Ocean temperature anomalies (northern hemisphere)
12 Ocean temperature anomalies (southern hemisphere)
13 Land temperature anomalies (southern hemisphere)
14 Damage

-1

X12

...

Inputs: a layer
composed of
12 neurons
(weather data)

Hidden
layers

Y16

Axis 2

The idea was to apply a neural network that

We focused on the multi-layer perceptron that

corresponds to a combination of more or less

corresponds to a succession of hidden layers

complex elementary objects, called neurons, in

within these layers, and where neurons are not

order to handle non-linear problems.

linked, except to every neuron of the previous and
subsequent layers.
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Outputs: a layer
composed of
15 neurons that
represent the
intensity of the
catastrophe
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Proptech: Innovation
in Real Estate Finance

ENCOURAGING RESULTS
The test model forecasts the frequency and cost of

For 2015, the CH&Co. test model forecasted five

future disasters, as well as insurance risk transfer

disasters between June and October:

products, such as cat bonds or XL contracts.
One in our learning base, with a cost of up to $6 million

According to Munich Re, costs in 2015 generated by

Four in our forecast base, with costs of up to $1.3 billion for

natural disasters rose to $90 billion, $27 billion of

three of them and $9.5 billion for the other.

which were covered, agreeing with our assumption
of stability regarding 30% coverage. Southeastern
USA was affected by six wind events:

The model forecasts disasters during the most

Three successive tornados in Oklahoma and Arkansas in March

Depending on rating agencies’ decisions and

Tropical Storm Bill in Texas in June

investors’ behaviour in the coming years, the

Hurricane Joaquin in October

number of cat bonds in the market could explode.

transformed

technological initiative transforming the way

blockchain solutions, new loan

investors and developers think about and use
property as an asset class.

and mortgage platforms and

The CH Alliance team has decided to focus
on major real estate trends directly linked to

financers, borrowers to property

financial services:

managers.

Real estate crowd financing, including
crypto-based

In this context, if investors are not able to properly

More traditional mortgage, lending, leasing

assess the price of cat bond, a speculative bubble

Focus on the usage of data as a key pricing

could arise. In the event of several disasters in a

component in the real estate industry

short period of time, this bubble could explode and
may generate heavy losses across financial markets.
Lastly, products that are supposed to be noncorrelated with market changes could actually have
an impact if an adverse scenario occurs.
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the

estate industry in the form of

participants from investors,

ultimate goal is to price insurance products.

has

CREtech (for commercial real estate), is the

southeastern USA. It simulates a high number of

An ice storm in March 2015

fintech

Innovation is sweeping the real

is offering solutions to market

disasters close to the actual number. The model’s

like

financial sector, proptech, sometimes called

susceptible period of storms and hurricanes in

An ice storm in Texas in February

Tornados and storms in December

Much
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MORTGAGE AND LENDING
INVESTMENT/CROWD AND ICO REAL ESTATE FINANCING

Loan and mortgage platforms propose an alternative

A new wave of players is trying to innovate in

to crowdfunding and ICOs. These new equity lending

this sector by offering new services in addition to

Since its creation in the 1990s and its popularization

These platforms differ from the current players

platforms offer a new investment opportunity by

standard crowdlending. CrediFi was born with the

with the rise of the Internet in the 2000s,

(real estate investment trusts and private equity real

connecting lenders and borrowers while offering

purpose of bringing transparency to the real estate

crowdfunding

diversified

estate) by offering investors analysis, monitoring

a

to

market by connecting its users’ data (borrowers

and specialized to better meet the expectations

and prediction tools that will allow uninitiated

banks for funding applicants. These platforms—

and lenders) to the public information of financial

of investors. Therefore, in the 2010s we saw the

individual investors to quickly understand the

such as Lendinvest—allow both individuals and

institutions to present the most transparent offer

emergence of financing platforms such as Brickvest,

opportunities and types and risks associated with

large institutions to benefit from loans for their

possible to its clients.

which connects investors to real estate investment

this investment option. Moreover, these platforms

renovation, purchase, construction or investment

opportunities.

select investment opportunities and sponsors based

projects.

has

become

more

complementary

or

alternative

solution

CrediFi process

on numerical points such as years of experience,
Real Estate Crowdfunding

average past returns, market risk, etc., leaving little to
chance. “Cadre” offers a second market place where,
like a mutual fund, it can resell its investments, while
simultaneously creating liquidity in the real estate
market.

Sponsor

Player’s Information

Client Profile

Customized Offer

Banks, Borrowers, Lenders, Owners

Lender/Borrower, Risk Aversion, Capital,

Interest Rate, Amount, Industry

Brokers

Purpose of Investment, Etc…

Etc…

Thanks to blockchain technology, a new method of
financing real estate projects emerged. In 2018, to

Evaluate
Investment
Proposals

overcome traditional restrictive financing methods,

Propose
Real Estate
Investements

Propellr raised 30 million USD through an ICO to
finance a real estate project in Manhattan. The token
created specifically for the investment had its value
indexed to the property value. Investors who bought
Secondary
Marketplace

Platform

the token will be able to receive interest up to the
amount of their participation or resell their shares
(tokens) on the market, transforming an “illiquid”

Provide
Evaluation Tools

Invest

real estate investment into a tradable one.

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT AND

FOCUS ON DATA, VALUATION AND

LEASING

ANALYTICS

With the rise in demand for housing and property

With globalization, the rise of the Internet and the

prices in the largest cities, there has been a real

banalization of communication channels, one of

demand for management solutions for property

the issues at the heart of business development

owners. Some companies have therefore specialized

is that of data management which is becoming

in the creation of specific management tools to

increasingly costly and time-consuming. In addition

address rental and asset management issues in the

to traditional devices, each sector has developed

field of commercial real estate:

specific tools to address this issue and the real
estate world is no exception with the emergence of

Through its software RealAccess, RDM offers scenario

Trade Investments
on a Secondary
Marketplace
ICO

Real Estate Project
Ownership

Investors
Crypto Market
Trade Tokenized Share
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proptech. DealPath, which offers data management

creation and visualization using floor plan tools, stacks

adapted to the real estate world is one example.

diagrams, etc., based on the user’s centralized data.

Fiat money

Token

Investors

Finance

ClickNotices improves management of delinquent rent with

These companies focus on:

a customizable, transparent and automated solution.

Reduction of processing time or costs (by eliminating

With its platform for rental and asset management in

manual entries, for example)

commercial real estate, VTS centralizes the data portfolio,

Standardization of inputs and outputs to increase the

simplifies pipeline management, strengthens tenant

efficiency of analysis and communication

relationships and enhances team collaboration.

A total customization of the program, facilitating its

Nestio focuses on the marketing aspect, by offering a

implementation within a pre-existing IT system

management solution focused on client communication.

Decision support by offering intuitive analysis
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Sample players of the Proptech Industry

Player

Sector

Description

Creation

Country

Investment/
Crowd Financing

PurpuleBrick is a real estate agent that offers clients a more transparent and
convenient way to buy, sell, or let. Open 24/7, PurpleBricks combines local
property experts, cutting-edge technology and a central support team.

2012

UK

Investment/
Crowd Financing

CrowdStreet is a provider of online commercial real estate investment
offerings, technology and services in the U.S. The innovative platform is
providing direct access to a broad range of institutional quality assets.

2013

USA

Investment/
Crowd Financing

Cadre is an online marketplace that connects investors and operators of real
estate. It enables investments and transactions, and provides a sophisticated
technology product for managing processes for its investors.

2014

USA

Mortgage and
Lending

Lendinvest is U.K.’s leading online platform for property finance and
investing. It uses technology to provide borrowers with short-term bridging
finance, development finance and Buy-to-Let mortgages.

2008

UK

Mortgage and
Lending

CrédiFi diversifies portfolios by bringing transparency to the real estate
market and introducing a new source of financing in commercial real estate.

2014

USA

Mortgage and
Lending

LoanDolphin is a loan bidding marketplace where banks and brokers
compete to win your home loan.

2015

Australia

Property
Management
and Leasing

ClickNotices is the leading Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) provider of
delinquency management services to the multifamily property industry.

2010

USA

Property
Management
and Leasing

Real Data Management is specialized in building measurement services, asbuilt floor plans and area analysis of existing real estate in accordance with
all standards of measurement.

2011

USA

Property
Management
and Leasing

Allthings is the leading Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) provider of delinquency
management services to the multifamily property industry.

2013

Switzerland

Data, Valuation
and Analytics

VR Listing is a full service real estate marketing company with a focus on
immersive technologies. They provide cutting-edge, turnkey solutions
packaged for real estate.

2012

Canada

Data, Valuation
and Analytics

DealPath is a real estate cloud-based deal management platform. Investment
and development teams leverage DealPath as their command centre for
smart pipeline tracking, powerful deal analytics, and workflow.

2014

USA

Data, Valuation
and Analytics

Foyr is an Indian online automated interior designer. Their mission is to
solve real life problems through technology, innovation and design. They’re
a varied lot of thinkers and doers, continually rethinking what’s possible.

2014

India

Real Estate
Tokenization

Propellr empowers firms to structure and raise capital for transactions
through its fully integrated broker-dealer. The platform also provides eligible
investors with a blockchain-based distributed ledger.

2013

USA

Real Estate
Tokenization

Fluidity brings leading industry expertise to help incorporate AirSwap and
blockchain technology into traditional capital market transactions with
regulated financial institutions.

2017

Juicing the Business
Value of Data

THE DATA PARADIGM IS CHANGING
TREMENDOUSLY
In the past, data was serving the business

to a digital supported enhanced business)

and was considered in many cases as a

underlying new ways of performing smart

liability impeding the smooth conduct of the

business. Data has since undoubtedly become

business and therefore as a fastidious burden,

a very valuable asset.

commanded only by insiders within the
support functions.
In recent days, triggered by globally increasing
(cross)regulatory

USA

pressure,

driven

by

businesses looking for new sources of business
in an environment of reduced margins, steady

organizations, depending on the

costs and fierce competition, and facilitated

maturity level of organization

by more precise, powerful and dedicated

around it, is considered a source

technology, data is now the leading argument
to legitimate many business initiatives, namely
the digitalization efforts (i.e. process of moving
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Data, now a real asset across
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of future income and wealth.

DATA: A NEW BUSINESS LINE FOR THIS VALUABLE ASSET?
A growing business and a source of income

Smart Data

Smart Controls

Smart CRM

End to End Analytics process data

Fraud detection on the end to end
execution chain
(both internal and external)

Analysis on client typology and tiering
historical data to prepare for future
successes

Control chain weakness identification

Client coverage adequacy

Improve the monitoring and reduce
quantity of redundant controls
and reporting

Select analyse and push the right product
to the right client at the right time under
specific market conditions

Any bias (trading pattern) for a specific
product risk factor hedging need
Interaction with other regulations
HR impact

Facilitate navigation and minimize
resolution time and effort

Data has become a real asset across organizations and is

Data is an untapped source of wealth that banks should

now—depending on the maturity level of organization

leverage and extract value from. The challenge now

around data—considered as a future source of income

is to combine sets of relevant and profitable fields of

and wealth. Some organizations are dedicating

application with increased data management accuracy

efforts and resources to ambitious programs for

and scrutiny.

business transformation/development based on data
exploration and exploitation.

Digitalization, a challenge for the banks
The data: an internal/external
compliance challenge, but also a
business opportunity

Context

Furthermore, many organizations saw the urgent
need to strengthen their internal policies across the
board, yet again multiplying the constraints under
which one shall operate and control. Today’s digital

Regulatory pressure and scrutiny have been increasing,

economy requires real-time and reliable data. Without

be it on the market infrastructure, prudential or

a complete and accurate data set, it is extremely hard

supervisory front, with additional reporting, thresholds

for banks to effectively manage business operations

to reach or to stay below, infrastructure to set up and

and provide informed decisions that are understood

maintain, or simply new standards to comply with.

and consistent across departments.

Massive clients databases are
not fully exploited because it is
too complicated to organize
Trends and correlations might go
undetected in some data sets
Too many reports with low added value/
single analytical bias or too
few meaning full indicators

Approach

Outcomes

Target & streamline data sets to reduce
reports & human action
Organize transversally data across
Processes & Data sets

Revenue generation

Rethink the format and content
to be targeted to the right audience

Risk optimisation
Operating cost optimisation

Determine strategic axiz
& KPI/KRI to drive decision

Time optimisation

Lack of control and monitoring poor
data lineage across processes

Equip with a data visualizer tool
to facilitate navigation

Data is not business driven nor functional
data analysis organized in silos

Engage multiple discussion with the
business to calibrate and validate the data
visualisation & analytics tool

Quality optimisation

The large volume of data created by trading activities

of its stock orders in February 2018 were electronic.

and client interactions, plus the move to more

Indeed, MIFID II came into play at the start of this

digitalized business operating models, means more

year, encouraging more investors to shift to electronic

numerous and heterogeneous data types (whether

trading venues.

reference static data: client, product, referential; or
transactional data: quote, execution, timing, costs, etc.),

Banks

both internally and externally. We are now talking in

organizational efforts, supported by a growing

terabytes.

innovation and technological bias, as is evidenced

will

get

there

thanks

to

tremendous

by the numerous buzz words for the ambitions of
For instance, electronic trading is growing steadily:

the entire financial industry: AI, data science, smart

JPMorgan Chase is reportedly retooling its stock-

data, data innovation, data intelligence, big data,

trading business to better handle electronic trading and

etc., starting with the front office (as is evidenced by

has built a new division to facilitate transactions with

business electronification).

people or machines. JPMorgan Chase said that 99%
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Data quality, a common denominator

PROSPECTIVE

The data challenge can be the next priority for

It would be ideal if the regulators were to, exchange

banks depending on how they want to use it (data

information automatically and cross reference the

sourcing, data management), what they want to do

huge amount of data they receive to prospectively

with fields of application (data modelling / data

identify patterns and risk zones—like what the tax

analytics, data intelligence) and how we want to see

authorities are currently doing in Europe.

data (data visualization). Data quality is the common
denominator to these complementary yet successive

One could dream of an omniscient regulator that

applications.

could— thanks to the data collected for a defined set
of banks on all axes covered by regulatory reporting—

Data quality enforced by controls and lineage is the

rebuild individual bank’s statements, balance sheet

cornerstone of a robust and efficient data framework.

(with its evolution over time) and therefore warn pre-

Their adequate sequencing and availability at any

emptively on any potential overheat.

point in the data chain is instrumental to the confident
deployment of valuable fields of application. To name

It is not the case, however, and even the regulator

a few:

recognizes a few headwinds:
1) not having a good enough command of the

Availability: data is readily available to use where it is

Objective

Smart Controls

Smart CRM

Enhance the performance of the data

Market analysis and portfolio construction

analysis, monitoring capabilities and

Controls, Monitoring & Analytics

Help Senior management make informed
strategic decisions

the decision making by presenting and
organizing data intuitively, synthetically
and dynamically with full lineage

Business driven dashboards & data
exploration capabilities

expected

data received

Exhaustiveness: data covers the whole scope it is intended to

2) no or little cooperation between regulatory bodies

Accuracy: data is correct and detailed enough to describe the

3) difficulties in reconciling huge quantities of data

concept it is linked to

(but some start-ups in Asia are already thinking about

Conformity: data follows expected standards (specifications,

it)

format…)

Add insight and value through analytics

Completeness: data shows the entire value under its scope

On a lower scale, one could also hope for powerful

Report investigate and remediate data
quality issues

Consistency: data value does not prevent considering the

enough data to predict the future (trades, trends,

data set as unique

client behaviour, etc.). Thanks to good data modelling,

Timeliness: data is made available in due time with no latency

facilitated by visualization, this future is not that
remote!

THE DATA CHALLENGE: MORE DATA DOES NOT MEAN BETTER DATA –
FROM DATA QUALITY TO DATA VISUALIZATION

The more diverse and different the controls are, the
heavier the monitoring is, but the more meaningful
and valuable the fields of application will prove.

Regulatory framework
Pushed by regulatory constraints and the increasing

consistently

need to manage data (volume, velocity, variety), banks

(timestamped data: data is a perishable commodity but

are designing and setting up a data framework to

with a history for future use) and accurately (incorrect

address these paradigm shifts and centrally manage

or poor quality data leads to compliance failure,

myriads of heterogeneous data and systems of reference

business loss in terms of opportunity and P&L, etc.).
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(process

and

governance),

rapidly
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Sample of players active in the data visual industry
Player

Description

FS Sector clients

Country

Qlik helps them to change their worlds, in ways both small and large,
through understanding and sharing data more naturally and effectively
to create value

1993

Panopticon is a leader in visual data discovery for its real-time
technology. The company’s solution has a proven track record in
industries that rely on real-time visual discovery and analytics. (markets,
capital, energy)

1999

1010data offers an integrated platform that combines self-service data
management and analytics at scale with ready-to-use data

2000

Tableau is a software company that produces interactive data
visualization products focused on business intelligence

2003

Birst is a networked business analytics platform. A High level of trusted
insight and decision making can now be achieved by connecting their
data and people via a network of analytics services

2004

YCharts is a financial software company providing investment research
tools which includes stock charts, stock ratings and economic indicators.

2009

USA

BigML is a leading machine learning company. BigML helps thousands
of businesses around the world make highly automated, data-driven
decisions

2011

USA

Kibana is an open source data visualization plugin for Elasticsearch
(software creator). Users can create bars, lines and scatter plots, or pie
charts and maps on top of large volumes of data.

2012

USA

2012

USA

The Zoomdata interface allows users to easily Connect, Visualize, and
Interact with data on bowsers and mobile devices.

Differentiators

Creation

USA

brings a unique value proposition to the financial

USA

ALPHA fosters innovation by accompanying projUSA

ects and start-ups through each step of their journey
– from the prototype stage to the final go-to-market

USA

stage. Access to expertise, resources, and funding are
among the key services provided by ALPHA, which
already enabled 4 projects to come to life.

LAB will focus on supporting innovative
projects and R&D by Chappuis Halder and
its Alliance partners.
The objective is to offer new technology
oriented

services

that

management

consulting firms usually cannot provide.
The LAB will focus on 3 main streams to
better serve our client’s interests:

1

All services are augmented with the einCHtein.io
online platform, connecting all parts of the innova-

Internal project
development

tion ecosystem together.
ALPHA’s mission is to experiment and develop new
X

ways of supporting CH&Co.’s clients (banks, insurance companies, and other financial institutions)

USA

Grafana offers application analytics visualization services and features
graphing, styling, template variables, panels, and themes.

2014

USA

3. Time Series

Aligned with new consulting practices, the

industry.

2014

2. Visual Analytics

CH LAB

With its accelerator ALPHA, Chappuis Halder & Co.
Sweden

Power BI is a set of business analytics tools that deliver insights
throughout your organization.

1. Real Time

ALPHA
Accelerator

in the development of innovative and technology-based solutions, to better meet their needs.

4. Connectivity

5. Entreprise

CH LAB will concentrate technical skills
to support developments in recent and
bleeding edge technologies
- DevOps approach
- Efficient coding ecosystems
- Storage technologies (SQL and NoSQL
databases, graph oriented storage)

Excubator

Incubator

2
« Proof of concept »
in partnership with
financial institutions
or internal needs

- Data science

KYC Planner

- Data visualization

HighWayToMail
einCHtein

3

Research

Advisory
« The consulting
of tomorrow »

Prototype
Development
Research &
Improvement

Ideation

Plan

With the LAB project, Chappuis Halder
Go-to-market
1. Real time = Capacity to ingest, process, value and visualize data in real time

& Co. is already preparing the future of

Fund

consulting.

2. Visual Analytics = Capacity to evidence complex analytics with enough depth, accuracy and user friendliness
3. Time series = Capacity to process a large depth of historical data in a timely manner
4. Connectivity = Capacity and simplicity to interact with many other source systems
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SEIZING THE FULL
POTENTIAL OF
FINANCIAL
SERVICES
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About CH&Co, the global Financial
Services consultancy

Acknowledgements
& Contacts

Budapest

With our Partner IBC, the CH
Alliance has now a strong
base to service new African
clients and international
projects on the continent

As a major mathematics school
in Europe and the Corvinus
University, Budapest was a
place of choice to recruit data
scientists and top developer
talent for the CH Lab

elling & Quantitative Analytics (GRA), End

Frankfurt

Tokyo

to End Innovation and Smart Automation

Getting closer to our German
clients ecosystem and the
European Central Bank (ECB)

Our new Asian outpost
opened in late 2017 to
service our APAC and global
clients in Japan

Geneva

London

80 rue de Lausanne

2 Eastbourne Terrace

ment consulting firm with a global reach.
We deliver lasting results for Financial Services organizations of today and tomorrow.
Booklet Editorial Team

CH&Co. Innovation and Digital Transformation
Expertise

Casablanca

Chappuis Halder & Co. Is a Swiss manage-

Pierre Bustamante
Patrick Bucquet

We are deeply involved in growing the global FinTech community and

Yingying Hu

use our knowledge to enhance our Fintank.net database. We cofounded

Jeremy Balsalobre

FinTech hubs, such as FinFusion in Montreal or Finance Innovation in

Hélène Driancourt

Paris, and regularly co-organize FinTech meetups in New York, Singapore,

Alexandre Chantre

London and Geneva. The events unite leaders from the Financial Services

Benjamin Moire

industry, startups and other innovators featuring panel discussions,

Yannick Gaillard

demos and insights from our FinTech experts that are among the world’s

Louis Forteguerre

top influencers.

Antoine Bergeron Gravel

Our offers are structured into three lines of
service – Business & Target Operating Models, Risk, Finance & Regulatory, Data Transformation & Technology and are supported
by our three centers of expertise: Risk Mod-

(RPA) and Regulatory Compliance.
In line with our global vision, we have the
pleasure to announce that CH network is expanding into 4 new locations in 2018: Budapest, Frankfurt, Casablanca and Tokyo.
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Pierre Bustamante

Matthieu Sachot
msachot@chappuishalder.com

pbustamante@chappuishalder.com
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Daniel Corrales

Sebastien Vorger

pbucquet@chappuishalder.com

dcorrales@chappuishalder.com

svorger@chappuishalder.com

Fahd Bouayed

Yannick Gaillard

Goutham Haridass

fbouayed@chappuishalder.com

ygaillard@chappuishalder.com

gharidass@chappuishalder.com

Patrick Bucquet

consulting network offering best of
breed expertise for Financial Services

sbaruk@chappuishalder.com

CH Alliance gives the opportunity to its

Vincent Wiencek

members, all firms dedicated to financial

vwiencek@chappuishalder.com

services, to work seamlessly across the globe

Paris

Niort

using the CH network and reputation for

20 rue de la Michodière

19 Avenue Jacques Bujault

business lines in the Financial Services sec-

New York

Montreal

tor. The Alliance offer to its clients pinpoint

250 West 57 Street

1501 Mc Gill College Ave.

Hong Kong

Singapore

32 Hollywood Rd, Central

96 Robinson Road

REG TECH
Florent Palayret

excellence

fpalayret@chappuishalder.com

With its recognized expertise, and over 300

Luc-Olivier Suter

professionals of the highest calibre, the CH

losuter@chappuishalder.com

Alliance offers a full coverage of the key

CH LAB
Benoit Genest

expertise & augmented benchmarking for

bgenest@chappuishalder.com

Capital Markets, Lending, Retail Banking,

th

Alternatives Assets, Consumer Finance,
Wealth Management, Insurance and Reinsurance.
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